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APPENDIX C 

OPERPTIONS AGAINST NORTH VIETNA~ w.csoa 

PART I. INTRODUCTIO!:/ 

>:~~"'"'"· """'"' '""""" ~"""' '"'"'"" 
Command, Studies and Observation Group (MACSOG) operations against 

North Vietnam from thetr beginning in January 1964 through June 

1969. The appendix presents an overvie~ of 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

the entire program, including background, policy, and evaluation. 9 

This general section is supported by annexes which describe 10 

in detail the four sub-programs: Psychological Operations, Airborne/ ll 

Agent Te~erations, Air Operations, and Maritime Operations. 

2.~) f]de Words. From the program's inception until 3 February 

1967, code words were not assigned. The overall program against the 

North \otas referred to as 3~A, after the number of its implementing 

12 

lj 

14 

15 

operation order, and the separate programs within 34A were identified 16 

by their descriptive tltles, as noted in the preceding paragraph. 17 

The new assignments were: 18 

Previous Term 

PsyOps 

Airborne/Agent Team Qps 

AirOps 

MAROPS 

A complete l~st of code words and 

Code Word 19 

POOTBO~ 20 

HUMIDOR/' 21 

TIMBERWOR~ 22 

COACHDO"DRI~~D~3 
PLOWM~RBorr.'? 24 

nick names used in MACSOG operations 25 

against North Vietnam can be seen at TAB 1 to this appendix 

of this volume, 

26 

27 

[ 

l 

11' 

[ 

3.~otnotes and Piles, __ Footnotes for a given page are listec 

the text mat~rial. Files to support each portion or the appendix 

have been prepared and placed in 

28 I 

Original reolacement and current code word. 
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--,k 
the Special Operations Division office of the Special Assistant 

W for Counterinsurgency and Special Activities (SACSA). 

~~~~~P~la~n~. Military planning for covert actions 

against North Vietnam commenced on 23 May 1963. The Joint Chiefs 

of Staff in a memorandum• "Military Operations in North Vietnam 

(U)" advised the Secretary of Defense that plans for covert hit and 

run operations would be developed for implementation by the South 

Vietnam forces under the guidance of the US military, and with the 

assistance of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). CINCPAC 

was assigned the responsibility for developing a plan, which upon 

completion was entitled CINCPAC OPLAN 3~-63. The plan was 

favorably endorsed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 1~ August 1963."" 

a, CIA Reaction. CIA in reviewing the CINCPAC plan agreed 

with the desirability of the hit-and-run raid operations against 

North Vietnam, but suggested, counter to the views of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, that it would be more effective to augment 

the current CIA effort than to inaugurate a separate military 

action by the Republic of Vietnam, However, CIA expressed will

ingness to review its present position when the Agency received 

the detailed target plans that were being prepared."" 

b. Unstable RVN Government. The need for early coordination 

1 

2 

3 

~ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 -

12 

13 

l~ 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 Jr.' 

21 

22 

23 

2h l 
and support rrom the RVN Government for the plan was counter-balanced25 

by the unstable condition of the relationships between the 

United States and the Diem regime at this time.•• This instability 

persisted throughout the fall and winter months and delayed 

bringing the RVN into the planning process until the very eve of 

the commencement or operations on l February 196~. 
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-,~ 
c, ;:Sc:;E"'C:!'D:::E:!:.F...:.V.-!.1-=:e!!.w~s. Secretary McNamara's vie>rs on the CINCPAC 

W OPLAN were presented in a draft memorandum to the Secreta~y of 

State.* He felt that North Vietnam had enjoyed for so~e ti~e 

relative immunity from any substantial penalty fa~ its part in 

the insurgency in South Vietnam. He contended that the CIA 

operations in progress were not cast on a large enough scale 

to constitute a serious problem for the northern regime. By 

bringing in South Vietnamese srmed forces, advised by the 

United States and assisted by CIA, a level of hit-and-run 

attacks against the North could be attained that would make it 

clear to the leaders of the North that they would suffer serious 

reprisals for their continuing support of the insurgency in 

South Vietnam. Also mentioned in this memorandum was the desired 

development of a Vietnamese "national liberation movement" 

which wo d be the obstensible sponsor of the operations. 

2. ) Honolulu Meeting. The next major step was 

ta en as part of the Honolulu executive session on 20 November 

1963. The Secretary of Defense and the Director, ~~A, 

ordered a combined plan be developed by COMUSI~CV and CAS 

which would provide for an intensified progrem or action 

against North Vietnam.•• 

a. The Plan. On 15 December 1963, "COMUSMACV OPLAN 34A-64 CAS 

Saigon OPLAN TIGER" was issued. CINCPAC forwarded the clan 

to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 19 December 1963, recommending 

approval for the 12-month program.••• 

b. Interdepartmental Committee. On 21 December, the Secretary 

of Defense brought OPLAN 3~A-6~ to the attention of the President 

and recommended that he form an interdepartmental committee 

• ~?-bid. 
••~~~ JCS to CINCPAC, DTG 2ol437Z No3. 

'** ) Ltr,' CINCPAC to JCS, "Combined ~ACV/CAS Saigon Plan for 
~Actions Against VN", Ser: 000~65, 19 Dec 1963. 
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~ 
with representatives from State, Defense, JCS, and CIA to 

examine the plan and recommend appropriate action. The com-

mittee report of 2 January 196~ analyzed the various proposed 3 

operation of the Saigon plan and outlined schedule of three ~ 

phases of four months each to cover the 12-month period. The 5 

intensity of destruction was to increase with each successive 6 

phase with the purpose of causing reorientation of current 7 

North Vietnamese policies.* 8 

c. Implementation. The program was formally implemented 

by a joint State-DOD-CAS message on 19 January 1964.•• The 

9 

10 

recommendations of the interdepartmental commit~ee had been 11 

approved by the President for actions covering the first four- 12 

month period, 1 February-31 May 1964. The actions selected 13 

from the Saigon plan were those considered most reasible~ and lb 

which promised the greatest return for the least risk. All 15 

approved actions would be plausibly denied by the US Government. 16 

The views of the committee on deniabili ty by GVN was that 17 

certain actions would be more effective if acknowledged by GVN. lE 

The views of CINCPAC were requested on this subject.•• 19 

d. Formation of MACSOG. The Special Operations Group (SOG) 20 

was formally activated on 24 January 1964 by USMACV General 21 

Order No. 6, as a separate staff section under COMUSMACV. 22 

For cover purposes, the organization was redesignated as Studies 23 

and Observations Group, with no change in its functions, in 24 

late 1964. 25 

to CJCS, 3 Jan 69. 

Msg, State-DOD-CAS, 94963, 19 January 1964 (SACSA). 
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PART II. 3~A/FOOTBOY PROGRAI•1 AN OVERVIEW (C) 

A. ~ERAL 
The paragraphs that follow in Part II introduce the 3~A 

program by summarizing the significant features of the original 

Saigon OP-Order. With this background, the evolution of the 

program over the years ia traced and the command and control/ 

clearance procedures are outlined. Finally, the present status 

of ~nstraints on the program are ~e~cribed. 

B.~~~A NALE FOR THE PROGRAM 

1. ) OPLAN 3~A 

l 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

a. Ob.J ecti ve. The aim of the plan was: "in concert with 10 

other military and diplomatic actions in the Southeast Asia 11 

area, to convince the DRV leadership that its current support 12 

and direction of war in the Republic of Vietnam and its aggres- 13 

sion is Laos should be reexamined and stopped. Since what we 1~ 

are seeking is a change in the political calculations of the 15 

DRV, the plan provides means for the development and support 16 

of a broad spectrum of operat1ons in and against North Vietnam 17 

in direct retaliation to D:lV aggressive moves."' 18 

b. Concept of Operations. Operations were to consist of 19 

selective actions in four categories. Operations were planned 20 

for a 12-month period under conditions short of limited war. 21 

The plan was to be conducted in concert with other military, 22 

political and military actions in Southeast Asia. The four 23 

levels of activity envisioned by the plan are briefly described 2~ 

below: 25 

(1) Category I - Harrassing. "Included are small unspecta- 26 

cular demolition operations, moderat~ level psychological 

operations, small-scale intelligence collection actions 

including tactical reconnaissance probes by small military 

3~A-6~ CAs/Saigon OPLAN TIGER, 15 December 

27 

28 

29 

30 
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~. units to obtain visual ground intelligence, capture of 1 

2 .- prisoners~ dacument5 and equipment, creation of general 

harassment, and temporary interdiction of lines of communica- 3 

tion."• The expected reaction was to cause an awareness L 

of opposition, embarrassing irritation, possible interruption 5 

to movement of material, and increased readiness of 6 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) forces. No major 

retaliation to Category I activities was expected. 

7 

e 
(2) Category II - Attritional. "Included are small-scale 9 

resistance operations, airborne and seaborne raids by small 10 

forces on important military and civilian installations, and 11 

demolition of important facilities."*' The goal of these 12 

operations was to pose a clear threat of attrition to the 

physical facilities, security forces and the popular image 1~ 

of the DRV leadership. Reaction was eXpected in the form of 15 

retaliation by Viet Cong (VC) forces in South Vietnam (SVN) and 16 

request for aid from Conununist China. 17 

(3) Category III - Punitive. "These are covert/overt 18 

resistance/physical destruction actions designed to cause 19 

damage and/or destructi~n to facilities or installations 20 

critical to the econo~, industrial development and security 21 

of the DRV. They are designed to cause large-scale internal 22 

redeployment of DRV resources and eommitment of forees in 23 

reaction."*** Actions included raids by company and battalion 2q 

size forces, covert where possible, but attributable to 25 

Republic of Vietnam (RVN) if they became overt. Operations 26 

were to be of a magnitude requiring positive and serious measures 27 

by DRV to counteract their effects. Retaliation to these 28 

operations was eXpected to range from increased insurgency 29 

efforts in RVN/Laos to overt aggression by DRV with Chinese 30 

support. 31 

C-6 Appendix C 
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(4) Categorv IV - Aerial Attacks. "These are aerial 

attacks conducted against critical DRV installations or facil-

l 

2 

ities, industrial and/or military, such as POL storage areas, 3 

thermal power and steel plants, the loss of which would 4 

result in crippling effect on the DRV potential to maintain 5 

a. stable economy and progress in 1ndustr1.al development. 11 1 6 

The reaction to these operations was dependent on two major 7 

factors: (a) the willingness of DRV to accept significant B 

damage to its homeland in order to continue the war in the 9 

south, and (b) the reaction and influence of the Chinese 10 

Peoples Republic. It was considered that operations in 11 

this category could well escalate the conflict, rather than 12 

convince the DRV continuance of the war was unprofitable, and 13 

that the United States must be "prepared to follow up with 1~ 

supporting operations in offset:ing DRV reactions."* 15 

c. Coordination.• Coordination with the Government of 16 

Vietnam (OVN) was not achieved during formulation or the OPLAN. 17 

This was to be effected by COMUSV~CV/Chief or Station, CAS, Saigon, 18 

after the plan was approved. 'US forces were not to be used for 19 

operations within the DRV, its territorial waters or air 20 

space except as air crews on reconnaissance missions. 21 

d. Resources.•• In-country resources available or programmed 22 

were considered adequate for most of Category I through IV oper- 23 

ations. Specific requirements were listed in Annex A to the 

OPLAN; general requirements were: (1) NASTY class PTFs must be 25 

in-country and operational, (2) electronic countermeasures (ECM) 26 

configuration of six additional C-123 aircraft, (3) augmentatio~ of27 

personnel necessary to organize and activate the implementing 28 

agency, (4) psychological warfare (PSYf!AR) augmentation detach- 29 

ment, (5) availability or two portable beacon type navigational 30 

bid •• p. 7-8. 
1 ( ) 'Ib'fCI'., p.Al. 
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~" 
aids, (6) five radio broadcast studios for conduct of overt 

and 11 black11 radio operations, (7) aircrews trained in technique 

of allied mine laying, and (8) installation of flare dispensers 

for aircraft. An additional resource was considered to be 

the 800,000 refugees from the DRV, including Mea, Black Thai 

and Nung tribesmen from which it was believed a few thousand 

eould be picked and successfully trained for special operations.• 

and 

are briefly described below: 

(1) Intelligence Collection. Operations conducted with 

primary mission or intelligence collection. Included were: 

(a) continue and expand CAS intelligence efforts, (b) expand 

! 

2 

-
L 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

!l 

12 

13 

1~ photo reconnaissance, (c) implement COMINT/SIGINT/ELINT 

operations, (d) expand Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) 15 

tactical intelligence missions, (e) assign secondary missions 16 

of intelligence to other operations in NVN, (f) intensity 17 

intelligence collection probes into the DMZ area. • 18 

(2) Psychological. •strategic and tactical psychological 19 

operations targeted against the DRV leadership and the 20 

populace, and will use all available media (leaflets, radio, 21 

mail) techniques and tactics to help achieve maximum harass- 22 

ment, division, and the establishment of resistance within 23 

the DRv.••• 2~ 

(3) Political Pressure. Operations designed to impart to 25 

the DRV leaders that DRV direction and support of aggression 26 

in RVN and Laos must cease, or further and more damaging 27 

retaliatory action would be taken against NVN. Examples of 28 

these operations were: a series of studied leaks in the 

news media, or actions in the United Nations.•• 

p.A-1, B-1. 
p.B-2, 

TOP. 
.2,-) '? ""'" I hi cL ~ n. B-2. 
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~ (ll) Resiste.nce. "These operat~ons are designed to create 

pressure on the DRV through the development of organized 

guerrilla activity in the tribal highla~d as well as 

unorganized resistance in the more populous lmJlands. 11 * 

2 

(5) Physical Destruction. "These are military hit-and-run 5 

paramilitary long-term team operations and air attacks with 

objectives ranging from destruction of military assets to 

destruction of maJor DRV economic assets.•• 

r. Program of Ooerations. Seventy-two actions were planned 

over the 12-month period covered by the plan. The types of 

operations and number in each category are summarized below.• 

No. Type Category 
I II III IV 

~ In tell. Collection ~ 
2~ Psychological 1~ 8 2 
33 Physical Destruction 10 16 7 
11 Aerial Attacks ll 

5 

7 

e 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
1~ 
15 
16 

g. Enemy Vulnerability. As contrasted to VC assets in the sou~!"., 17 

which were difficult to fix and attack, the tangible assets of 18 

the DRV were considered well known and static. "Successful 19 

offensive operations will inflict moderate to severe damage to 2~ 

certain of these facilities which would hinder, to a limited 21 

extent, planned economic development, harass the DRV and remove 22 

from it the immunity from attack it currently enjoys. However, 23 

such raids would not result in economic chaos or ruin since the 2~ 

DRV is 90 percent an underdeveloped agricultural state nor would 25 

the military capability or the DRV be substantially downgraded."" 26 

h. Command and Control. When written, 15 De~ember 1963, 

the shape and form or the implementing agency had not been 

27 

resolved. The OPLAN sugges•s three alternatives for implementing 29 

the program: (1) Either CAS or COMUSMACV with the second party 30 

C-1 to C-5-1. 
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... providing the required support, (2) a joint ~~CV/CAS command, 

or program can be divided between CAS and CO!:USIIACV. "* 

S) OPLAN 3~A Review 

a. COMUSMACV Comments. In his letter of trans~ittal,** 

1 

2 

General Harkins (C01~USMACV) out lined some of the shortfalls, 5 

weaknesses, and implications involving the United States inherent 6 

in the plan. They were: 7 

(1) Successful implementation of the complete 12-month B 

program would require optimum conditions of weather, internal 9 

GVN stability, and bloc reaction. A reduction due to 

these and other factors up to 50 percent would not be 

unrealistic. 

(2) Initiation of physical destruction operations may 

escalate the war. 

(3) The inherent high loss factor in operations of this 

type must be weighed against the benefits expected including 

strengthening the noncommunist countries in Asia, improving 

RVN morale, and tleaken1ng the connnunist bloc posture. 

(~) The GVN position on the plan had not been determined. 

The United States must Le prepared to continue the program 

beyond the initial 12-month period if full support of GVN 

is to be gained. 

b. CINCPAC Comments. Admiral Felt, in his endorsement, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

l~ 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

emphasized that the "US Government should be prepared to back 2~ 

up the GVN and be willing to commit US forces in the event 25 

reaction from DRV and CHICOMs escalates to a magnitude beyond 26 

RVN capabilities."*** In his opinion, however, the Category I 27 

and II actions, even if all were successfully executed, would 

not convince the DRV to cease its suppor.t of insurgent activi

ties in the south. The air attacks against selected targets 

Ibid., P.E-1. 
* ~tr, COMUS!-IAC:V to Distribution, "Operations in North 

_ ietnam (S)", ser 00071, 15 Dec 1963. 
*** (T Ltr, CINCPAC to JCS, "Combined MAC:V-CAS Saigon Plan for 

ctions against NV," ser: 000~65, 19 Dec 1963, p.l. 

TO~)~ C-10 1 Appendix C 
••• (T$.1 Ltr CINCPAC to JCS, "Combined MAC:V-CAS: Saill:on Plan for ( . 

28 

29 
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~ 
in Category IV appeared to him to have the highest probability 1 

of influencing the DRV leadership. He outlined three problems 

in impl~menting the plan· 

(1) "Difficult; "n maintaining denial of US participation. 

(2) "Difficulty in establishing a planning and control 

organization. 

(3) "Difficulty in the RVNAF carrying out above operations 

and still carrying on with war at home."* 

2 

3 

In summary, Admiral Felt was doubtful that the plan would achieve ~ 

its aim unless it were expanded to include overt US combat support, 5 

particularly naval and air support.• 6 

c. Washington Review. The review in Washington by. an Inter- 7 

Departmental Co~•xee was described in Part I of this volume. B 

Part IV (Operations Summary) analyzes actions proposed in the 9 

OPLAN, actions authorized by the Interdepartmental Comm1t•ee, 10 

ions actually completed. ll 

C OLICY EVOLUTION 12 

l~lnitial Policv and Constraints 13 

a. Control. The OPLAN 34A'authors left the question of l~ 

command and control for later decision. The State-DOD-CAS 

implementing message•• resolved the question as follows: 

(1) Overall political control - Ambassador, 

(2) Overall operational control- COMUSMACV. 

(3) Planning, liaison, logistics, training and advice -

Joint MACV-CAS Task Force reporting to MACV with a colonel 

as Chief and a CAS officer as his deputy. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

The message also directed Saigon to bring the GVN into the plann1ng22 

on a discrete basis since their forces would actually conduct 23 

the operations. On 21 January, Ambassador Lodge briefed 

President Minh on 34A operations, stating that the plan had been 25 

approved at high levels of the US Government and was now ready for 26 

GVN review and, hopefully, early agreement and implementation. 

9~963, 19 Jan 196~ (SACSA). 
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b. Operations and Evaluation. Operations were functionally 

divided by SOG into four sections: Psycholobical, Airborne, 

Air, and ~lari time (see supporting annexes). On the 33 

approved actions in Phase I, 22 h2d not been completed by 1 June.* 

The lack of early success and progress was noted by Secretary 

McNamara in March when he requested JCS and CINCPAC' s viel'rs 

on improving the program in several critical areas.•• The 

Views of CINCPAC and COMUSMACV were summarized in a SACSA 

memorandum••• to the Secretary of Defense which included the 

following points: 

(1) CINCPAC stated that: 

"The physical destruction operations approved to date 
were not sure things when the plan was written and 

-approved. The increased state of alert of the DRV, 
lack of detailed intelligence and instability of the 
GVN have further decreased the chance of success for 
these operations. The simple way is to conduct air 
strikes and aerial mining."*** 

l 

2 

3 

5 

b 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

(2) Limited time since activation of SOG. SOG was formed i2 

on 2~ January and the Vietnamese counterpart (STS) even 

later on 12 February. 

(3) Lack of motivation of maritime and air operational 

teams. Failures and losses in these operations nas com-

pounded the major problem of recruiting high calibre personnel. 

(q) Bad weather and marginal capability of Chinese 

C-123 crews has been responsible for poor showing in air 

operations. 

(5) Non-availability of major equipment items, including 

boats, aircraft anQ radio equipment. 

(6) Lack of adequate intelligence. 

(7) Lack of security in RVN activities. 

(8) Tighter NVN defense. 

·~~emo, General Anthis to Col Moody 1 "Operations 
N Vietnam (OPLAN 3~A)", 5 June 196q (SACSA). 

0~sg, JCS to CINCPAC, 262339Z l·1ar 196~. 
00 ) Memo, General Anthis to SECDEF, "OPLAN 34A," 3 

(SACSA). 

~ C-12 
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7L 
(9) A related problem >las procurement of personnel to man 

with properly tra~ned perso~nel. 

c. Phase II. Military planning for Phase II operations was 

completed in May.* Although the program had a slow start, 

it was the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that attempts 

at infiltration and psychological activities were having an 

effect on the DRV. It was believed that Hanoi was expending 

substantial resources in defensive measures. An ~ntensified 

program was recommended for Phase II as operational capabilities 

were demonstrated. Thirteen uncompleted actions of Phase I 

were authorized and eight destructive maritime and airborne 

operations were proposed. The interdepartmental committee 

disapproved the recommendation to aerial mine SWATOW bases 

using unmarked aircraft and non-US crews. The co~ttee also 

disapproved the proposals for SOG to develop Meo/non-Meo 

guerrilla resistance cadres and to interdict Route 7. These 

actions were ref~rred to CIA for responsibility.** COMUSMACV 

by message*** strongly objected to CIA being given responsibility 

for 34A actions other than in support of SOG as outlined in the 

implementing instructions. A JCS message**** to CINCPAC in 

August described efforts being made at the highest level to 

clarify the command and control confusion introduced into 34A 

operations by the committee assigning CIA Beparate responsibility 

1 

2 

3 

~ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

for certain Phase II operations. The essentials of the JCS proposal27 

were that MACV would retain full operational control of 3~A 

~'1,1l' ;/361, "O,oooUood nMo; .. -no<oM / 

**~Msg, JCS, DTG 122101Z June 196~ 
** ~~Msg, COMUSMACV 280351Z June 1964 
••••~~) Msg, JCS, DTG 131727Z Aug 64 

TOP. ~ s-L ET ~ C-13 Appendix c 
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~' actions with coordination and support of CAS. Hm-rever, the 1 

2 .- problem of coordination between SOG and CAS continued 

through 1965 and into 1966. 1 SOG's requests for aid and 

coordination in moving teams into the area along Route 7 

were objected to by CAS on the basis that this area had been 

assigned to CAS in the Phase II approval message. In late 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1965, controversy developed when MACV reported CAS operations 7 

in DRV with no prior coordination with MAcv.•• CINCPAC in 

commenting on the MACV message recommended that: 

"Consultation be held with CAS Washington to insure that all 
covert •.. operations against ORV are under the authority of 
the Joint Military/CAS task force established under COMUSMACV 
by original OPLAN 3~A authority. "** 1 

d. EarlY Clearance Procedures. Clearance proc~dures were 

highly centralized throughout 196~. In addition to the 

8 

9 

10 

11 

detailed review at the Washington level of Phase I and II 12 

proposals, COMUSMACV was required to submit a monthly schedule 13 

of 3~A actions for comment by CINCPAC and approval at the 1~ 

Washington level. The clearance procedure in effect in 15 

October 1964 was summarized in a JCS message as follows: 16 

"(1) MACV submit monthly schedule. 

"(2) This schedule as modified by CINCPAC's comments 
is submitted for high level approval. 

"(3) When obtained, this approval represents final 
Washington authority for missions; however, MACV must obtain 
2~-hour prior political clearance each mission from AMEMB 
Saigon and at the same time provide intentions to JCS where 
Washington-level notification will be accomplished. 

"(4) MACV continue to submit launch, recovery, abort, and 
spot reports."•••• 

The Gulf of Tonkin incident, ~ August 196~, terminated Phase II 17 

operations; plans for Phase III were never completed. When 18 

operations were resumed 1n October, it was stipulated that 

~lemo, CSA, "Chronology" undated (SACSA). 
•~Msg, MACV, DTG 270327Z Dec 65. 

11 :::.rrs~sg CINCPAC, DTG Ol0009Z Jan 66. 
••• ~-~sg: Jcs, DTG 092026Z Oct 64 (SACSA). 

T/4 C-1~ 
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~ 
operations would be considered on a monthly basis and each maritime 1 

operation would be approved on a case-by-case basis.• Monthly 2 

schedules were prepared and submitted for October and 3 

November; however) a memorandum in the November file notes ~ 

that the November program was never approved completely by the 5 

DEPSECDEF and that approval was gained in a case-by-case basis.** 6 

In October, JCS reduced the lead time in the intent message from 7 

2~ hours to 12 hours~•~ in response to MACV's insistance that 8 

the 2~-hour requirement was unrealistic. 9 

2. (TS) Evolution of Mission 10 

a, Increased Mission and Scope. As a result of a trip to 11 

Vietnam 5-12 March 1965 by the Chief of Staff, Army, it was 12 

recommended inter alia, that the tempo and scope of SOG activities 13 

be increased. This recommendation was approved by the President 1~ 

on 15 March and CINCPAC was requested to present proposals. •••• 15 

CINCPAC in his replyf proposed to increase the tempo of air 16 

operations and maritime operations and, in addition, proposed 17 

three new concepts for Washington approval: (1) Recruit and supportl8 

assets in the DRV for resistance, guerrilla warfare, evasion and 19 

escape and intelligence collection, (2) Use US submarines for 20 

delivery and recovery of OPLAN 34A agent teams and raiding 21 

parties, and (3) Use US manned C-130s for OPLAN 3~A missions. 22 

All of these concepts were approved by the JCSI#; however, Secretary 23 

Vance was unable to gain the concurrence or the State Department 2~ 

on proposals (2) and (3) and so informed CJCS on 5 June 1965.11# 25 

---,~~~~h~itt~e~Hoo~u~s~e/State/OSD Meeting l October 196~. 
* ~emo for the Record, "JCS 2343/~82", 2~ Jan 1966 (SACSA). 

*** sg, JCS, DTG 2ll800Z Oct 64 1 (SACSA). 
****-~§1--Msg, JCS DTO 200019Z Mar 65 \SACSA). 

# ~(1Msg, CINCPAC, 2703l7Z Mar 65 (SACSA). 
HH~J JCS 23~3/555 "Increase Tempo and Scope 34A", 29 Mar 65 
(S~) 

H#H ~) Memo, DEP. CDEF to CJCS, "Increase Tempo and Scope of 
OPLAN 34A ", 5 June 1965, (SACSA), 
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7~ 
CII1CPAC was informed* of this, decision and in September, after ... -

discussions on the interdepartmental level, the proposal 

recruit assets for resistance and guerrilla warfare was also 

disapproved.~' {For further discussion of resistance movewent, 

see Annex A Authority w~s given to recr~~t 

and support assets for evasion and escape and intelligence 

collection missions.•• 

b. Intelli~ence Emphasis. At approximately the same time as 

l 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

overt air strikes (ROLLING THUNDER) against the North were 9 

commenced, the primary mission of OPLAN 34A operations was changed 10 

from punitive operations to those operations more closely designed !l 

o provide intelligence information concerning NVN. This change 

was never formally addressed at the Washington level, but all 

parties concurred in the various proposals by COMUSMACV and 

CINCPAC to reorient the program. It was evident that the 

ROLLING THUNDER strikes were more effective in punitive action 

than OPLAN 34A.••• 

(1) Agent Operations and Maritime Operations. By late 

su~er 1965, both team operations and the maritime operations 

(MAROPS) were engaged in actions designed to improve the 

intelligence information from NVN. ~ew team members 

were inserted who were trained in reporting and road watching 

funct>ons: The MAROPS PI'Fs were emplcyed in 

shipping interdictijon missions that provided information 

from the interro~tlon of NVN rlshermen captured 

from junks and sampans. This information. while low-level, 

ll 

.u 
14 

15 

16 

17 

~ 

19 

20 

21 

22 

ll 
24 

32. 
26 

provided the only information concerning internal NVN activities.••• 27 

(2) DIA Interest. In September 1965, the Defense Intelli

gence Agency (DIAl became interested in OPLAN 34A assets for 

intelligence collection and reporting. DIA stated that they had ~ 

C , DTG 05l~34Z Jun 65 (SACSA). 
Msg, JCS, DTG 24135Z Sep 65 (SACSA). 

S) Memo, SACSA, "Overview of Operation Plan 34A 
- Operations," undated (SACSA). 

7~ 

ll 
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,-
TOP $~ 
7 ascertained that currently existing DOD collections assets 

could not pro\•ide the broad coverage of detailed informa-

tion required concerning North Vietnamese military capa

bilities. They further stated that a definite require~ent 

existed to use OPLAN 3~A assets to acquire intelligence 

on covert military buildup and military capabilities 

(including SA-2 missile sites) in North Vietnam. • 

(3) ~- Further interest in the program was evinced in 

October 1965 trhen the President's Foreign Intelligence 

Board (FIAB) members requested an oral briefing concerning 

the OPLAN 3~A assets and capabilities targeted against 

North Vietnam. • 

c, CINCPAC OPORDER. The revised OPLAN 3~A* 1 , issued in 

October of 1965, took account of the change in emphasis and re

oriented operations primarily towards intelligence collection, 

psychological operations, and escape and evasion. It also 

authorized the recruiting by 3~A teams of local agents in NVN for 

intelligence and E&E nets. Physical destruction operations 

11 

, -
-< 

lE 

were authorized against selected targets providing security of l~ 

intelligence and E&E nets was not Jeopardized. Maritime PTF 

boats were directed to stop and board DRV shipping above the 

17th Parallel, Ships with military cargo were to be sunk and 

crews captured for psychological/intelligence exploitation. 2~ 

Psychological operations were to include leaflet and gift kit 2~ 

delivery, capture oP prisoners, and black/white radio broadcasts. 2: 
d. New Mission Statement. A new SOG mission statement••• was 

approved by CINCPAC in November 1965. There was concern in Jcs•••• < 

on two counts concerning the new mission: (l) the original mission <c 

~hlemo, SAGSA, "Overview or Operation Plan 3~A Operations," 
ed (SACSA). 

*1 Msg, CINCPAC,DTG 3002UZ Oct 65 (SACSA). f 
•• ~Msg, CINCPAC, DTG l82128Z Nov 65 (SACSA). •••~Memo, SACSA, "Change in Statement of Mission ( )," 

22 Nov 1965 (SACSA). 

TOP S)ii~ 
7 
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7 

had been nromulgated unCer a joint DOD-State-CAS message while 1 

the revision had been aoproved by CINCPAC without departmental 2 

coordination, and (2) the ne>S mission gave SOG a major expar.sio~ 3 

of command and control by extending operations from NVN only to =.::! l: 

out-of-country unconventional and psycholog~cal warfare 5 

activities. 6 

e. The salient differences in the two mission statements 7 

are set forth below: a 
Original 

(1) Overall political control 
in Saigon - Ambassador. 

(2) Overall operational con
trol - CQI.I\JSMACV. 

Planning, liaison, logis
tics, training and advice -
joint MACV/CAS Task Force, 
reporting directly to COMUS
MACV. Chief of Task Force to 
be a Colonel level military 
officer selected by COMUSMACV; 
Deputy Chief of Task Force to 
be a CAS officer to be se
lected by CAS Chief, Saigon. 

(3) All operations against 
North Vietnam will be under 
the Task Force described 
nbove, and all in-country 
resources of the US Military 
and CAS will be available for 
support of approved opera
tions. 

(~) 

(5) Concurred in by State/ 
DOD and CAS. 

Revised 

(l) .•• with the concurrence of US 
Embassy. 

(2) COMUSMACV will exercise his 
operational control through the 
normal MACV command channels. Nor
mal staff relationships pertain. 
In conjunction with CAS and as 
directed by CINCPAC, MACV will 
advise, train and support RVN 
military and paramilitary forces 
in out-of-country unconventional 
and psychological warfare activi
ties, and w~ll exercise operatlona~ 
control of soa assets. 

(3) As directed by COMUSMACV and 
with the concurrence of the US 
Embassy, SOG will advise, train, 
and support counterpart force in 
out-of-country unconventional tt.;lr

fare and psychological warfare 
ope :rations. 

(~) SOG will conduct unilateral 
planning for unconventional war
fare activities under existing 
COMUSSEASIA plans, and will be 
prepared when directed to acti
vate and command the JUt~F, 
SEASIA. 

(5) Noted by the Ambassador.• 

The anticipated interdepartmental problems over the new mission 9 

apparently did not materialize because the 15 month SOG program 10 

promulgated the following June used the revised mission statement. ll 
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to prepare a 15-month plan of SOG missions, objectlves and 

probra~s.* This document reflected the change in enphasis in 

the program in these \'lords: 

11 As originally conceived, airborne operations in HVN were 
intended to build a resistance movenent which would exert 
pressure against the NVN Government, divert resources and 
make continuous support of the war in RVN less attractive. 
The resistance idea was never warmly received by the State 
Department and, owing to control procedures in \·~ashington, 
the resistance mission was never specifically given to SOG. 
Consequently, airborne operations were conducted during the 
first 1 1/2 years on ambiguously worded mission statements 
which generally amounted to permission to conduct sabotabe, 
interdiction and harassment in NVN without civilian contacts. 
Each operation was to be approved in Washington on a case-by
case basis. Early in 1965, DIA and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
began to express concern over the intelligence available in 
NV11, especially in regard to early warning of CHICOM inter
vention, infiltration into RVN, and Soviet and CHICOM military 
aid to NVN. The requirements for this intelligence resulted 
in the Joint Chiefs of Staff studying the capability of SOG 
to obtain it. There were, at that time, six agent teams in 
NVN: ARES, BELL, EAGLE, EASY, REMUS, and TOURBILLON. During 
mid-1965, SOG began to reorient and revitalize its opera-
tions in order to provide clear-cut objectives related to the 
strategy of the war in RVN and Laos, and to develop a logical 
program for attaining these objectives. It was determined 
that maximum emphasis should be placed upon intelligence 
collection and establishment of civilian contacts with secondary 
emphasis on psychological operations, escape and evasion and 
sabotage. 11 *1 

Team training and composition was modified to meet the revised 

priorities. 

g. STRATA Concept. To support the need for intelligence 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

gathering, the Short-Term Roadwatch and Target Acquisition (STRATA) 8 

team concept*** was developed in early 1967. The concept of 

operations involved the employment in NVN of five to 15-man 

9 

10 

indigenous teams for a stay time of 15-30 days. Teams were to be 11 

trained in roadwatching techniques, employment of technical 

sensors, target acquisition and forward air guide procedures. 

12 

13 

h. Revised OP Order. A new CINCPAC basic operation•••• order 1~ 

for POOTBOY was promulgated in April of~967 and listed the 

following program objectives: 

•isg, CINCPAC to MACV, 030153Z Apr 66 (SACSA). 
• ) "mssions, Objectives, Programs FY ~/66-FY V67," MACSOG ,-
-~~!966, p.6-7 (S~CSA), 

**'~~sg, JCS, DTG 07180~Z Apr 67. 
11'" r) llsg, CINCPAC, DTG 2523~0Z Apr 67. 

T~~ C-19 Appendix C 
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1 

2 

( 2) Impede the infiltration of enemy resources into RVI:. 3 

(3) Foment dissatisfaction >rith IIVN Government policy, 4 

( 4) Divert NVN military resources to defense and internal 5 

security missions. 6 

(5) Produce an adverse effect on NVN economy. 7 

(6) Increase psychological pressure on NVN by creating 8 

the impression that internal opposition exists in NVN. 9 

A change to the Op order, promulgated in May*, added the STRP.TA 10 

concept as an OP 34A mission. 11 

12 

i. New SOG Program. With the Op-Order for guidance, SOG 13 

published, in May 1967, its proposed FOOTBOY program for FY 1968. 14 

A brief review of the more significant areas of emphasis and 15 

policy change are covered in the following paragraphs.•• 16 

( 1) The US policy did not admit to the possible overthrou 17 

of the NVN Government as a means of achieving success in SVN. 18 

This policy was based on the fear of Communist China inter- 19 

vention and the fear that a growing resistance movement might 20 

not be controlled if the NVN Government should suddenly 21 

desire to negotiate a settlement. It was the belief of MACSOG 22 

that the above restrictions would be lifted during FY 1968 23 

because of the impatience and pressure within the United 24 

States to use additional actions to bring the war to a 25 

conclusion. 26 

(2) The selection and reteniton of properly motivated 27 

agents was a continuing problem. Candidates being trained at 28 

Camp Long Thanh had neither the educational or psychological 29 

makeup to fit them for the intended missions. Incentives, 30 

primarily financial, were insufficient. The inability to 31 

sg, CINCPAC, DTG.~~36Z May 67 (SACSA~ 
tt MACSOG, "FOOTBOY..)I"J FY 1968 Progr~)." 10 May 1967 (SACSA). 
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.. - successfully exfiltrate teams from NVN was considered 

highly adverse to the morale of the entire team program. 

( 3) The level of maritime operations \/Ould be dependent 

on the number of PT boats available. The fiscal year was 

commenced with only 50 percent of the authorized number 

of boats 0~). 

(~) Psychological operations were to be increased in 

all areas. 

j. Reorientation of FOOTBOY ~ 
? 

"In order to exnloit the demonstrated vulnerabilities of the 
Vietnamese people and the Hanoi regime, while minimizing 
the expenditure of human resources, the FOOTBOY (C) program 
commenced a gradual reorientation in late 1967. The 
reorientation involved the continuation of efforts to collect 
the best intelligence information possible within the 
limitations imposed by the resources available and the 
environment in NVN while at the same time, emphasizing 
efforts to exploit psychological vulnerabilities. The latter 
efforts included a fuller integration of all operations around 
the central theme provided by the eXistence of the notional 
SSPL, increased use of deceptive operations to incude in 
Hanoi & be!lef that extensive agent operations are being con
ducted in NVN and the gradual inducement of the North 
Vietnamese population to adapt a posture of non-cooperation with 
the regime and particularly with the middle and low-level 
cadres. The ultimate objective of the reorientation was to 
employ psychological impact on both the regime itself and 
on the population to create a situation in which the regime 
perceived a significant threat to its control of the NVN 
population as a result of its war policies."• 

~- ~~learance Procedures: Command and Control 

~ ~a:kground. Clearance procedures through Phase I and II 

planning and through the fall months of 196~ were covered earlier 

in this appendix.On 12 December 196~, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

recommended that the Secretary of Defense approve maritime 

1 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1~ 

packages of approximately five missions for execution at CINCPAC's 15 

discretion. The proposal was approved on 1~ December by the 

Secretary of Defense and authority dispatched to CINCPAc.•• 

Background paper,,~~~· "FOOTBOY '/Covert Operations 
, gains)' North Vietnam .):P'"I," 9 May 195(,"" 

1 
-

-~~g, JCS, DTG 151627Z Dec 6~. 
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34A operations procedures into a single message.* The message 

codified procedures currently in effect, as developed over 

the first year of operations. 

2 

3 

4 

(1) Air Ocerations. A 30-day package >ras !'equired from 5 

COMUSI1ACV to Washington via CINCPAC, Approval of the 

package constituted authority to launch provid~d a 12 hour 7 

prior message of intent to CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs of 8 

Staff was filed after the flight was cleared with AMEMB 9 

Saigon. Silence from higher authority signified approval for 10 

MACV to execute. 11 

(2) Maritime Operations. The procedures were essentially 12 

the same as for air operations. COMUSMACV submitted a package 13 

of maritime missions for approval by CINCPAC and Washington 1~ 

for a 30-day period, or as directed. After the package 15 

was approved at the Washington level, COMUSMACV was cleared 16 

to launch the missions but was required to send a message of 17 

intent to JCS and CINCPAC 2~ hours in advance. (The requirementl8 

for clearance by AMEMB Saigon was not spelled out for 19 

maritime missions). Silence from higher authority signified 20 

approval to launch. 21 

(3) Psychological Operations. Psychological operations 22 

not conducted as part of air or maritime missions were sub- 23 

mitted for each calendar month via CINCPAC to JCS for 2~ 

approval. 25 

c. Discretionary Authority__ 26 

( 1) l~ari time Operations. The move toward delegating 27 

approval authority from the Washington level to CINCPAC com- 28 

menced in the maritime operations. In January 1965, CINCPAC 29 

was authorized•• to approve separate LOKI (junk capture) 30 

missions to meet intelligence requirements without Washington 31 

approval. In March 1965, CINCPAC was authorized••• to approve 32 

and execute the following missions: 

~~sg, JCS, DTG 212235Z Jan 65 (SACSP). 
t }'!' Y1olsg, JCS, DTG 1319~8Z Jan 65. 
tto~~g, JCS, DTG 2518~2Z Mar 65. 

33 

/ 
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~ 
(a) ~· Distribution of gift kits and t~ansistor 

radios ashore ana orr shore. 

(b) fAQQ. Psychological deception ooPratic" executed 

by agents, infiltrated and exf11trated by rubbe~ boats/ 

PTF transports, on isolated stretches of the r:,o:: coast. 

(c) SVIALLO\o.'. Coastal personnel captures. ?aiding 

party from PTFs and SHIFTs capture IIVN personnel in 

isolated areas for psycholog1cal/1ntell1gence exploita-

tion, similar to LOKI mission. Later CINCPAC designated 

the code word CADO to cover the three actions. 

In June 1965, CINCPAC was authorized* to initiate PTF 

harassment/interdiction missions against Tiger Island at 

his discretion. In July, CINCPAC was authorized••, at his 

= 

lC 

12 

discretion, to permit PTFs returning from unsuccessful PSYOPS/ 1~ 

INTELL maritime operations to place interdiction/harassment 1; 

fires on certain coastal targets~ Finally, in November, 

CINCPAC was authorized••• at his discretion to employ PTFs 17 

in shipping interdiction missions up to 20° north latitude 1: 

and to deliver psychological leaflets by Blmm mortar rounds. 19 

(2) Air Operations. Throughout the year 1965, there was a 20 

parallel move to decentralize control of air operations. 

In February 1966, authority•••• was delegated to Cil!CPAC for 22 

executing OPLAN 34A air missions in the follouing \.ords · 2~ 

"You are authorized to approve ror execution soec1f1c 
OPLAN 34A air missions in support of mission concepts 
and objectives that have been approved at the ilashington 
level. 11 **** 

Both operational and approval authority now rested with 21 

CINCPAC; however, the final political decision st!ll rested 2: 
in the American Ambassador, Saigon and the State Department 2£ 

in l~ashington. The requirement for approval of ne>: concepts 27 

and/or mission objectives continued tQ,rest with the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and higher authority. 

DTG 091719Z June 65. 
~TG 081458Z July 65. 
DTG 2916~9Z Nov 65. 
DTG 152235Z Feb 66 (SACSA). 

C-23 
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Jcs: DTG 152235Z Feb 66 (SACSA). 
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d. 1967 Consolidation. In March 1~67, the Joint Chiefs of 

y· Staff discussed* the evoluhon of dJ.scretior.ary authority to 

CUICPAC and consolidated the 10rocedures required by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and higher authority govern1ng the submission 

and acproval of proposed FOOTEOY (C) operations. 

( 1) MAROPS and AIROPS. CINCPAC Nas authorized to approve 

for execution missions whose concepts and objectives had 

been approved at the Washington level. New concepts had to be 

coordinated >Ii th Embassies Bangkok, Saigon, and/or Vientiane, 

as appropriate, and approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

and higher authority. A 12-hour prior to launch intent 

message originated by MACV to CINCPAC and the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff. Silence from higher authority si~ .ified approval. 

(2) TIMBERWORK/Airborne Procedures. CINCPAC was authorized 

to conduct TIMBERWORK (C) operations in support of concepts 

and objectives that had been approved at the l'lashington 

level~ The requirement ror approval to infiltrate new 

in-place agent teams into NVN continued to rest with the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff and higher authority. 

= 

- : 

(3) HUMIDOR (C)/PSYOPS. CINCPAC was authorized to conduct <-

HUMIDOR (C) operations in support of mission concepts and 

objectives that had been approved at the Washington level. 

,_ 

e. STRATA Teams. The STRATA team authority message•• issued '' 

by CINCPAC in April 1967, specifically spelled out that CINCPAC 

would approve or disapprove missions for execution and would 

provide COMUSMACV with infiltration, exfiltration, repositioning, 

resupply and reinforcement mission numbers. The Jo~nt Chiefs of 

Staff and CINCPAC were to be information addressees on --,: 
coordination, intent, launch, recovery messages and incident reports.~? 

1015232 Mar 67 (SACSA). 
DTG 120052Z Apr 67 (SACSA). 
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~~~:.-:u~arv. The following chart surP.arizes the procedures 

in effect >n 1967: 

f!PPROVING AUTHORITY 

V.ACSOG SEC DEF 
Wi'th 

OPERATIONAL STATE 
MACV CINCPAC JCS Concurrence 

ACTIVITY 

Air ops w1 thin 
existing concepts 

Mar1t1me ops within 
existing concepts 

-
STRATA Tea01 1nt11, 
extil,reinr,reaup 

- ------
Long term agent 
team 1nt1l F07 Long term agent 
team reint',.resup,~extil 

Poy ope w1 tll1n 
existing concepts 

New concepts ror 
all types or ops 

g. Pre-Bombing Halt Procedures. The procedures that had 

evolved by 1967 were continued up to the bombing halt of 

l 

2 

3 

~ 

November 1968. A summary of basic coordination and approval pro 5 

cedures for the use of SACSA action officers was worded as 

follows: 

(1) Approval for individual operations within already 

approved concepts has been delegated to CINCPAC. CINCPAC 

has further delegated authority to MACV. MACV intent to 

launch messages should reach both CINCPAC and JCS in time 

for either of those agencies to disapprove the mission. 

Silence indicates approval. 

(2) Approval of an entirely new concept requires formal 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1~ 

JCS action - f~imsy, buff, green, etc. In most cases, the 15 

JCS action will include obtaining SECDEF and STATE approval. 16 



•• 
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;;}£. 
~"' {3) Bet.,.Jeen th,e routine operati~r 'tTithin aporoved concepts 

and the obtaining of approval for entirely new co!lcepts, 

there is a ''gray 11 area. This area involves those cases 

where a formal JCS action is not requ~red, but SECDEF and/ 

or State concurrence is needed. As a priMary ex~~nle, 

once military or politica~ ~s have dictated an alteration 

or some type in a FOOTB~J operation by high level authority, 

the normal channel ror reopening the subject is via SACSA 

to the Chairman, JCS, to the SECDEF. 

~. (TS) Current Program 

5 

E 

s 
9 

10 

a. Feorientatior Plan. Incorporating mary at the recommenda- 11 

tions or the CINCPAC and AD HOC survey teams, MACV/SOG, in Feb

ruary ~9~~bmitted a propQsal for reorientation or the 

FOOTBO~)-pro~ram with emphasis o~ expanding the SSPL concept. 

The proposal retained the intelligenc~ collection role as an 
l 

adjunc: to a central, integrated psychological effort to implant 
the 

injleaaership of North Vi~tnam the fear that by continued prose-

cution of the war, their control of an incre~singly dissatisfied 

and disillusioned people would be diminished and possibly lqst. 

Upon reaching SACSA, the proposal was routed to CIA rcr comment 

at the time the rirst bombing halt negotiations were nearing 

completion. CIA commented as follows: 

12 

13 

li 

20 

~ 

22 

(1) Non-concurrence with the proposal to establish an actual ~ 
\ 

resistance group in NVN. 

(2) In consideration of the negotiation errort, did not 
I 

consider it the proper time to surface the proposals with 

higher authority.* 

* ( Memo, ,s~~~Staff to General Depuy, "FOOTBOY J.~ 
Op~rati9n~1 , 3 July ~968 (SACSA)' /'' 

TOP~ 
> 
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J~ay 1968, SACSA sent a rev2sea copy c~ the p!'orcsals ~.:: 

CIA, ae;ree~ng \••!th the t\''O re80'"":"'endatlcns aDove .¥ I'1 vie' c:"' 

the caot~nued state of negotlaticns, the p~n has nc~ beer cor-

sidered oy the Interdepart~ental Cc~~ittee. 

nented certain of the prcposals \'~ th::..r. the plan that .'ere -.·:. t:>.1.n 

previously approved guidelines 

b. Standdo11n, 1 Aoril 1968. The restrictions on bombing 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

in NVN imposed by the President on 31 March 1968, set off a long B 

series of messages "" in early April between CIIICPAC and the Joint 9 

Chiefs of Staff establishing the new ground rules for FOOTBO~ 10 

operations. The resulting constraints are summarized below: 11 

(l) PLOWMAN (~No operations permitted above 20-00N, and 12 
/' 

those below limited to stop and search of NVN watercraft, ~ 

interrogation, but not detention or NVN watercraft crews, and hi 

• '~emo, SACSA to CIA, "Proposed Reorientation of Covert 
~~ns Against North Vietnam," 9 May 1968 (SACSA). 

11~, --- FOOTBOY(C) Authority File. 

C-26a Appendi.l' C 
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missicns necessary to return detainees. Detainees now at 

PARADIS:::(c) to be returned on a steaay and prof;ress.ive basis. 

Uo cress-beach ( CADO operations targetea against !lVN. 

(2) !"!DRIFF ). No operations permitted above 20-00N 

with !'allowing exceptions: 5 

(a) Resupply of RED DRAGQI' and REr:Us utilizing E 

unl!'arked C-123 aircraft and black CHI!TAT crews was 1 

authorized, E 

(b) Exfiltration of four members of EASY from landing 9 

zone (LZ) in Laos utilizing USAF CH-3 helicopters was 10 

authorized, USAF CH-3 helicopters would not penetrate 11 

NVJl north of 20-0 N. 

(3) HUMIDOR Normal operations permitted subject 

to theratic guidance provided by rlashington level and except 

as restric~ by limitations placed on PLOWMAN~and 
MIDRIF~~ operations. The winddrift of leaflets north 

of 20-00N from aircraft flying south of 20-00N was implicitly 

prohib1 ted. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

16 

(4) Further restrictions on PLOWMAN CINCPAC. 19 

Operations permitted only to 19-00N and specifically limited 20 

as follows: 21 

(a) Firing or delivery of ordnance in the area from 22 

17-00N to 19-00N will be specifically limited to that 23 

required for self-defense. 24 

(b) Operations between 17-00N and 19-00N will be 25 

limited to the stopping and searching of NVN watercraft, 26 

jettisoning/confiscation of military supplies discovered, 27 

the on-site interrogation of the NVN crews, and the return 2e 

of detainees. 29 

(c) No prisoners will be taken during the conduct o 

any PLOWMAN~perations north of 17-00N. 

(d) No 'PLOWM~ross-beach operations will be 

conducted n~rth of 17-00N.* 

/ y. I j,;~~t>) r~emo, SACSA, "FOOTBOY(C) Increased kct1ons ( , 23 May 1968 
.f(SACSA). 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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c. Reaction to Standdoun. The reacticr1 from CO~USrtACV to the 

restrictions \>ras immediate and t)o~!CF~l of t.!"1e conrnents of otf'ers 

closely associated >tith the F00':'3~rogram. 
11 NACV recommends that there oe" no c~::.:-~e !n t.he FO::l'!'BOY cr/ 
operations because of tht'" noa!~ieC t.cr.:c:!.ng prog!"a- i'lY,' 
MACV has placed increased S""T'!::lt.e.sis o...-. t.he noti~nal _PL 
organization and a lull or cessatior. or ?OOTBOY acti ··1 ties 
that corresponds to the modified boMbing orogr . >~au~d be a 
clear indication to Hanoi that the SSPL is a US controlled 
and directed organization. 11 * 

Several specific proposals were introduced in the months follo>ting 

1 April with the intent of preserving some of the effectiveness 

of' the program. 

3 

9 

10 

(1) Mariti~e Operations. On 1 July, the Joint Chiefs of ll 

Staff altered the restrictions•• in effect to permit PTF 

operations up to 20° latitude, including the stopping and 

searching of NVN watercraft and the interrogation or NVN 

g 
13 

14 

watercraft crews as part of coastal surveillance. Additional 15 

clearance was given to detain not more than 10 crewmen per week 1i 
for intelligence exploitation to be returned to NVN within two 

weeks. These latter operations were cleared u~ to l9°N 

latitude. Also,.the conduct of cross-beach (CADO) operations 

against Tiger Island at CINCPAC discretion were authorized. 

(2) Other Proposals. In August, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

17 -
18 

19 

20 

21 

recommenOed that the area of the marit:me detention program 22 

be increased from 190N latitude to ?.0°. In support of the 

proposal, CINCPAC had pointed out that the most lucrative 24 

area of coastline for maritime operations was between 18o-5o'r 25 

to 20°-lO'N. Because of treuncertainties of the program's 26 

direction at this time, it was not until 18 Octooer that the 27 

plan was fin~lly disappro•ed by Deputy Secretary Nitze.*** Pro-~ 

posals to resupply agent teams was held in abeyance until the 
\ 

V~CV/CAS survey of agent team s~curity was completed in July. 

The report of the survey,**** \I hi ct. established that all agent 

teams were probably compromised, led to the decision in ~rovember 

o all 

19 Jul 69 

JC 

31 
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Clearance 

was granted .II in the interim, houever,. to resupply team 

TOURBILLO!! (above 20°In in conjunction 1<Hh the resupply 

of two notional teams. On the eve of the coMplete boMbing 

halt on 1 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed 

CINCPAC/C011USNACV** that the proposals for "Gray Singleton 

Concept" and "SSPL pseudo-cells in coastal hamlets" 

had been approved by the Joint Ch!efs of Staff but was being E 

held in abeyance by higher authority for an indefinite period. ' 

d. Bombing Halt. On 1 November 1968, CINCPAC/COMUSMACV 

was directed by the Joint Chiefs ~taff**~ to'discontinue all 1: 

physical support of TIMBERWOR~ teams, terminate STRATA 1~ 

operations, discontinue all PLOWMAN~missions north of 17-00N 1; 

and discontinue all air operations over NVN and leaflet IL 

operations into NVN. 15 

e. Summary of Current Operations. As a result of the 

restrictions imposea in April, and those associatea with the 1" 

later bombing halt of l November, ~IACSOG operations were severely 1: 

curtailed in 1968 and into 1969. Following 1 November, radio 

broadcasts and letter delivery to NVN were continued; however, 

the delivery of leaflets, radios and gift kits was stopped. 

Maritime operations north of 17c were suspendea after 1 November, 

however, assets were utilized for support of cross-beach, in-

2C 

2: 

country operations. STRATA assets were prohibited from being 2" 

~sed in NVN, but were utilized in Laos and Cambodia. The 25 

long-term agent teams were instructed to exfiltrate and were to 2E 

be gradually phased out through surfacing by NVN security, perm- 2~ 

anently going orr the air or by exfiltrating. MACSOG air operations2< 

were halted on 1 November, but assets w~re utilized in training 2~ 

or in support of other MACSOG programs.•••• 3: 

i~Hsg, JCS, bTG 111529Z Sep 68 (SACSA). 
·~~Msg, JCS, DTG 011927Z Nov 68 (SACSA). 
*"~~Msg, JCS, DTG 010219Z Nov 68 (S.\CSA). 
••·~~- Command History, MACV 1968, "Year-end 

7 Feb 1969. (SACSA) 

.Trc::. n'l'r. n1n?107_ t.lr\'o.r t:..R r~_H,~I\\ 

Review Vietnam, 11 
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f. General Constraints~ In the nreparat!on of the paper 

f- "FOOTB006- Revised Concept for Cove:-t Ac 'ion• Agc_lr.st 

North Vietnam (TS) 11 * l'lentioned earlier in this volume, SACSA 

sur.~arized the limiting factors which had affectea the 

FOOTB~~-;~ogram fro~ its incection to that ti~e. 
"(~~r:~t US national policy is explicit in denying 
any intention on the part of the US to br~ng about the 
downfall of the Hanoi regime. 

"(2) Both by definition as covert actions and by the 
terms of~he ig1nal program anproval, US involvement 
in FOOTBOY must be plausibly deniable by the US 
Governme . 

11 (3) Despite the basic rationale behind covert or black 
operations, i.e., to espouse causes which cannot be overtly 
supported by our national government for either political 
or military reasons; the notional resistance movement, 
the Sacred Sword Patriot's League (SSPL), has been 
precluded from advocating the overthrow of the present 
regime. Without such doctrinal support, the development 
among the North Vietnamese population of a base of support 
for spontaneous resistance and/or organized opposition 
is vitually precluded. 

" ( 4) MACSOG troop carrier aircraft are prohibited from 
entering areas in NVN within effective range of enemy 
SAM sites. SAM coverage is extensive thus limiting the 
area in NVN available to troop carrier aircraft (C-123s 
and C-130s) engaged in initial entry of llACSOG agents, 
reinforcement of existing agent teams, resupply of 
programmed and previously activated target areas, and 
exfiltration as appropriate."• 

mnnL 

Reorientation of Covert Operations 
9 May 1968 (SACSA), 

C-30 Appendix C 
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/pk -
D, ~ST-HOST~LT'i'IES ?LA!m!NG l .,- .r) EQ 

In November 1968, CINCPAC calle<! a one-dey l<arking level 

conference to revieu I-'ACSOG progrws, in light of the borrbing halt, 

and to consider post-hostility proposals. The discussion ana 

recommendations concerning the FDCTB~rog~am are quoted below: 

3 

1. (TS) "Discussion: ln accordance >•!;;h existing u.s. national 
directives, control and direction or covert operations against NVN 
would revert to CAS. 7erm1nation o~ the ~ilitary sponsored covert 
programs and/or turnover to CAS to be accomplished at a schedule 
to be determined. 

2. (TS) "Recommendations: 

a. "That SOG be reconfigured as a Joint Special Operations 
Advisory Detachment, 

b. "That STD be reorganized and assigned a new role as the 
Special Operations Staff element of the JGS. 

c. "That the RVNAF be advised and assisted in the development 
of a small bugh high quality Special Operations capability. 

d. "That an appropriate number of PTPs be continued on loan 
to RVNAF. 

e. "That selected VNAF air assets be earmarked for support 
of an improved GVN Special Operations capability. 

f. "That indigenous ground force assets now under SOG control 
be disbanded and efforts directed toward the improvement of the LLOB 

(ARVN Special Forces) within the ARVN force structure. 

g. "That provision be made for appropriate U.S. advisory 
detachments for GVN air, ground and neval Special Operations 

elements. 

h. "That the Black PSYOPS assets be transferred to CAS. 

i. "That, in the event the USG does not desire to retain the 
VOF assets, these be transferred to GVN."• 

TOP S'£CRET 
7 

CINCPAC, "Conference on MACSOG Programs," 6 Nov 

C-31 Appendix C 
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· ~~ -· -,~ouc~rol· 
':':.a P--~f.cse o.:' Part 

III. RESOLF~E~ 

III 1s tc p:c~1~e tne ~ea~er a erie~ 

~----ar:~o, fa!' contin.nty. of the o!'ganiza~ion ana. :'acilities 

u~~Uzea by SOG in conducting FOOTE~ The suoco!'t1ng 

~!"':::.exes include further detail on resources \'11 thin each progra'"l 

ir. FOO:'BOY( C) • 

In February 196~, llACV pro

posed an initial JTD of 167 personnel, 138 military and 29 

ci \•ilians. JCS, on Tecommendat1on of CINCPAC, approved* 

a JTD of 128 personnel. At about the same time, CINCPAC 

authorized a TDY Army augmentation (Special Forces) of one 

officer and 15 enlis~ed to assist in the training at Camp Long 

Thanh. The Navy also provided seven officers and 52 enlisted 

'i'DY for I:Ia1ntenance. training and sec uri tl' of the US Naval 

Acvisory Detachment (NAD), Danang.•• The organization in 

January 1965 is shown in Figure C-1. Of particular note is 

l 

2 

3 

~ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

tr.e position of the senior CAS representative assigned as Deputy 19 

Cc-mander, SOG. (This CAS position was later cnangeo to Special 20 

Aa-.lsor to Chief, SOG and moved out of the direct cnain of 

co:;:nand.) 

2~--~~olution of Organization. With·the addition of 

oiss~s, ·S~ grew in numbers and underwent several organizational 

21 

22 

23 

24 

chanses. By May- 1966, four JTD changes had been approved, raising 25 

the total manpower level to 266 personnel. A later JTD of 26 

Octoter 1967 raised the total to ~16 authorized personnel. 155 27 

officers, 251 enlisted and 10 civilians.*** The most recent 28 

Jul 6~. 
A, 196~ MACV Com:nand IIi story," 

F, 1968 BACV Command History," 
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---------

reorgen~zation, effect~ve 7 December l96B, was unce~taKen in an 

effort to ~ore clearly define the l~ne and staff function of 

SOG (see Figure C-2 ). Each of the four FOOT5~Y~Programs ~a~ 
a ''st~~-as ~~~~=~·· 1~1cn ~as a sta~i ~gencJ a~ ''s:~ales G::~c 

1 

2 

3 

.,.n1c!1 a.s ~r cpe.!·c.t~or!S activ:!.ty. E.l.c.n cf tne t• c civ1.s~ors (.3rE.:'"'.C~ 5 

aoa Gro..1p) 1.r tne orgarlizatlon lo.b.S dlrect.ty re~D.:l:l.Sit:Jle to Cl':l:!.ef, SOG. 6 

~~!LITIES • 7 

By 1966, the locations of SOG installations supporting 8 

FOOTBOY(C) •as permanently _es~~llshed as lisnc celo>f:* 

(See Figure C-3 . ) 

SOG Headquarters - MACV II Compound, Saigon 
llAROPS Group, Danang 
AIROPS Group, Nha Trang 
Airborne Operations Training Camp, Long Thanh 
PSYOPS Group, 7 Long Thap Tu, Saigon 
Logistics Branch, Two Houses in Saigon 

Figures c-~ and C-5 show the resources available to SOG in August 

19~~at the time of the bombing halt in November 1968. 

D/v) ~RADliNG 

' Detailed information on training for each of the FOOTB~ 
Programs is covered in the ap~exes of thiE appendix. A brief 

summary follows. 

~sychologioal Operations. Training of the Vietnamese 

in Black and White (VOF) radio operations was moderately sucoessful 

in the case of the former and very successful in the case of the 

9 

10 

ll 
12 
13 
l~ 
15 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

2~ 

25 

latter. F1n~ing Vietnamese with the background and capability to 26 

be taught was a problem throughout. Hundreds of applicants were 27 

frequently interviewed in order to find one person to place in 28 

training as an announcer, for example. The ex~~~~en~ staff oe~eloped 29 

by VOF can be attributed to the fine caliber or personnel recruited 30 

by the senior Vietnamese supervisor. Another problem area was the 31 

language barrier between the US advisors and their counterparts. 32 

The very limited number of US advisors who could speak or un~er- 33 

stand Vietnamese greatly complicated 

~ supervise the V1etna~ese. 

efforts to train and 

").:'l'S'('Report, 
_ p. 5 (SACSA) 

Colonel Blackburn, "Debriefing," 21 May 1966, 

--- _L 
f~.;;T--• It ..,., .... __ _ 

3~ 
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!"'T STI.TUS: 

FIGUP.EC/ 
OPLA:l 34A • RE30:':\CES STAT:JS 11/ 

6 t.u,-ust 1!)64 /' 
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Pl'Fs 1, 2, 3, 5, s.Dd 6 - Opcrs.tio!U!.lly ready (All five participated in 
action on 30 July and 3 August) 

Pl'F 4 - Training praceedins satisfactorily 

Pl'Fs 7 and B - CrO'•s due to report 1 July. Expect to be 
operatic~ read¥ about 1 Oct 64. 

SWITT CRAFl' STATUS: 

All three SIIIFTs operatia!U!.lly ready. 

c-123 STATUS: 

Tlio C-123 aircraft and crevs opers.tio~ read¥ and aw.il.able. 

Program Status: 

Five aircra.:rt at Clark Air Base, Philippines. one in SVN tor test ot 
doppler navigation equipment. 

Estimated 30 dlcyo in cawrtey troilling before reaching OI>Or&tiono.l. 
readiness. 

Seven C!ID!Ar and three VllAF aircrevs cCDpl.eted troilling at Eglin Air 
Force Base. 

(All CHillAi' and v::-uu;- electronic countermeasures operators have ccm~pleted 
trainins and returned to hCIIIe country awaiting depl.O:IlJlent or aircraft 
to Vietnam(. 

FSYOPS TEAII.S STATUS: 

Teams in Place 
Troini"lg 
Readiness 

____ / 

- 13 
- 6 Ops tea:os and ngent pool continue training 
- 6 teams operat~~nally reaay 
- 5 tear;u; 95 percent ready 
- Agent pool 65 percent read¥ 
- 4 tasms in nolding ares. 

, C-35 Appenc1x c 



::;.?!:T:E OPERATIO!:S 

P~trol Boat, Fast (Pl'F 
S"n":F'Is 

;;:;-:,;--: Crews, vr: 
,A:n;:.::.J.biow;: i.andio:; Teams 

C-13~:0 Aircraft (USAF) 

C-123 Aircraft (I!F.AW HOOK) 
C-123 ,,ircraft (!lEAVY HCT:I) 
J.l: Aircraft (v:i:P.F) 
!-! .. 31. Rellcopters (V:W") 
Ch-3 Helicopters (USAF) 
:4c Aircr<.rt (USAF) 
c-47 Aircraft (Vlta.F) 
-:;.=·A:' C-123 Aircre-.r.s 
-.;::;~ C-123 Aircreus 
US;.? C-123 Aircrews 
tJSIJ' C-130 Aircreus 

.!r.-P:e.ce Te~ 
~eo:s Available for Infiltration 
:e!~orcecents Renny for Infiltrat~on 
S:3;SA Teams Operatiocal!y Read¥ 
lt.c..:!itJ.onn.l Personnel in Tra.inil!.G 

MORI DociD· 570367 

- ll (~· 3. 5-7, l0-12, 23-26~ 
- 3 (o-:r::-:s l-3) 
- ll ( cr.-:s l-ll) 
- 3 (cr""" l-3) 
- 4 (:otal Stre~tll 78) 

- 4 (:...signed to 7tll AF • priority 
to FOD:'BCJ:i(C)) 

- 2 
- 2 
- 6 
- As required for operations 
- As required for operations 
- As req'.lired for oper.ntiono 
- As re~~ed for operntions 
- 6 
- 4 (beck-up only) 
- 2 
- 5 

- 05 (Total Streeg~h 25) 
- 1 (Total StreDb-th 4) 
- 0 
- 6 (Total Stre~ 55) 
- 81 Personnel. 

20 Kll Trnnsmitter (Short Wave) - 3 
20 K'll Tronsml.tter (::ediu::> \lave) - l 
7!'J ~:att 'l':'a.nsJ:litter (sn~rt \lave) - 1 
=~scellaneous Reproducti~n Equipu~~~ 

'!) S:..>: !"'Ts lost on "!>er .. tions: (:<T!'s l~ aDd 15 bl'oun'ied on reef; PIT 4 
,g:'OWlded on coast !~VIi; F'l'F 9 Sol.!L. by ene!\1• air; PTF 8 SUJ!.-t by friendly PTF 
rj• :l.stake; PTF 16 •unk in col.:!<!o= c'ith Pl'F-6). Tile PT?s v.ith<lralfn 
!'roo: Progr= !or r.::r (PITs l e.nd 2 ) 

.t\ppena1.x l: 
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------------------

.,.,.,~L . 
~ 

2,-/> Agent Ocera t 1 ons. Carr.p Lens Thanh was the center for 

late 1968 s the car.Jp \'ras made the training center for SOG ana 

courses were set up to train cross-boraer personnel •.• ,o had prev:.~· .. z:. ~ 

ueecJ 'trained a~ 't:le cou.mand a.,d control centers. The, t\:o pr.1.nc:!.pa.: 

prqoler areas ~fl tne o\'era\ion of CLT were recruiting qua,11ty pers:o"-;.:.: 

~fo~ training ana maintaining a hign st~ndard of s~c~ri~y on the 

~~ssion of tne ca~p and its trained teams. 

3. (TS) Air Operations. The training of third country 

(Chinese) crews for the C-123 program caused some problems early --

in the program. The training of Vietnamese pilots for the C-123 

was not a success and was given up in 1966. The training of US !-

crews for the C-130 aircraft caused no unusual problems. :L: 

~. (TS) Maritime Operations. Training was conducted in Danang lf 

by the US Mobile Support Team for the Vietnamese PTF crews in the 

areas of maintenance and operational training. The TDY SEAL 

Detachment was responsible for training the -cross-oeach ~eams in l? 

the skills necessary for their mission. In 1967, additional 

maintenance training for Vietnamese personnel was set up at Suoic 

Bay, Philippines. 

C-37 Appendix C 
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PAP.T IV, 

A~!TnODt'C':'Io;J 
' Part IV, Operations 

OPEilATlONS SUr:J~A~ 

Su-:unary, gives a broad overvietor of 3lJA 2 

operations from 1964 through 1968. A brief narretive of salient 3 

activities in each program for the year is followed by a summery ~ 

chart of statistical data. 5 

B~ASE I M?D II 6 

The targets that were authorized for Phase I and II actions 7 

were approved at the highest level of government. The proce-

dures in effect during the planning cycle have been discussed 

8 

9 

earlier in this appendL>. As noted earlier, tnere was consideraole 10 

emphasis on physical dest~uction operations in Phase I and II in 

contrast to the later change in emphasis to intelligence and, 

11 

12 

finally, psychological operations. The comments of Admiral Felt, 13 

CINCPAC, during the planning for Phase II showed prophetic 

insight into the future direction of OP 34A operations: 

"Air strikes and aerial Mining are the only physical destruction 
operations within the current GVN capability that provide 
sufficient impact to cause DRV to reevaluate their RVN and 
Laos activities • •.. I recommend that Phase II operations con
centrate on intelligence collection, propaganda type psychological 
operations, the development of resistance movement cadre and 
intelligence nets, physical destruction by air attack and aerial 
mine laying. "• 

14 

15 

Figure C-6 is a list of the 55 approved Phase I and II actions. 16 

Figure C-7 shows the locations of the rtve successful physical 17 

destruction operations conducted from January-July 1964. A dee- 18 

cription of three of these actions, all ma~itime, follows: 19 

a. Action ~5A - Hal Khau Storage Area. On night of 12-13 .June, 20 

a 26-man raiding team landed from PTF 5, fired 75mm recoilless 21 

rifles and machine guns at storage and barracks buildings for a 22 

period of ten minutes. Several bu1ld1n~s are believed to have 23 

been damaged. No resistance was encountered and no casualties 2~ 

were sustained. 

t~, , CPAC to JCS, "Operational Planning, 
April 1964 (SACSA). 

,.~ 
~ April.l964 (SACSA). 
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r-""-- c ' ,_/') .J...JJ•>- /.j) 
Op .... 3,. _ ~·r·;:..r - ,."T"\ TV .Lh.. ....... __ .,.,.._ .L 1\.o.:.J -

J.PPRO'.>D ;:rrc~ 

l Aerial Pl:lotoJI'aphy of 'i'o.r&et Areas to be Acca:nplished 30 Deys 
P!'ior to IndiVJ.~,w_ Operation. 

2 Beach Reconnaissance in V~cinity of Selected Targets 

3 CO' !!l:T/LLI!!l: 

4 Tactical Reconnaissance of Selected Target Areas 

P3Y~OLOGICAL ACTIO!~ 

5 Strategic Leaflets by Air (See Glos&a.oy) 

6 Strategic Leaflets l~itime Deliver,y 

7 Tactical Leaflets by A>r (See Glossa_-y) 

8 Tactical Leanets lo'.ari t:L:ne Deli very 

9 ~~ility Kit Delivery 

10 Deception Jolt:dia Sl.1Dul.ating Resista.nce U::rve:nents Operations 

ll Pl:lo..~tao Res"l'Ply Deli very (Deception) 

l2 Phantom TeBI:l or Agent Deli very (Deception) 

13 Black P!'opaganda Operations by l' .. s.il 

18 Black Radio ~ber 1 operations - C~enced broedcastipg in 
!irot ph:lse or plan im;>le:tentntion. :aed ~ opera.tions .. 

19 ?lac..'\t Radio ;~.J:Il.Der 2 operations sche5.uled to ca:::z.ence broaQ .. 
castine durl.Jlb Pbnse Il of pl.nn i::::plementation. Sacred 

/ S::ord operat1o:>S • 

~Report, SACM, "iled Eook," 7 July 1¢4 .. 
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:'u::."oe!' 

20 

2.l 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3l 

32 

33 

35 

FIGUF.!: C-~-1'':1) 

PSYCFO~OJ!CAL ACTIOJ$: (Continue~) 

Whit-e Radio (Voice of F.ree 1tietn.o..m) operations c~e::tced 
broadcasting S1X hour:; per day to be gradual.ly increased 
to l2 hours per day. 

Action team dell very by air. 

Deception drops in support or tem: operations. 

Develop )leo guerrilla opers.tions program. 

MORI DociD. 570367 

Develop non-Meo tribal area. (The.i, :rung, Tho, Y.ho.) res>s
ta.nc~e. Operatl.ons #l to be launched in 7th month or plan 
1mpleu:entation. 

Devel.op non-::.1eo tribal area. (Tlu:u, l'l.mg, Tho, IO:la) reais
to.nce. Operat1on #2 to be lawlobed in lOth month or :plr.n 
imple:nen~t.ion. 

catholic Resistance t>:ovements. 

Other Socutal Resi&to.nce Grou:ps. 

S~lective Polit1.cal Pressures t::~ l:l?ress CertD.in lnfol'tlB.tion 
on DRV Autnorities. 

PHYSICAL DESTRUCTIO~: 

Inter~ction Route 7 by airborne Special ~rces 

Interdiction Route 8 by airborne Special Forc:es 

Interdiction Route l2 by o.irborne S:pecial Fbrces 

SEAL Te~ &trike on Vinh Son 

SEAL Team strike on dred{;cs and. buoy tecC.er w haiph:»nc 
Cluulnal 

SEAL TeBl:l strike O!J Ben Thu:y 

,.. _ _h() 
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..:_• er 

37 

~7 

!,8 

----- ----------

SEAL 'I et.tl stril'E: on D:m . .:: noi E.ir!'~ elC: 

UD'!' raid by i'our-nan tee.::. on f!.'..J.C.rJ.,s. 

f.a1d on ~ccurity p~~t ar~ !our coasta! defense ~s 

Sabotage ~y Jloe 3.r!dt;;e 

Sabotage Ro._-te l En.d.Qcs 

Soe3k .htta.cl- O:l Sec.u-ity ?c~t e.t :Iouth a~ Done H.oi Rhe:-

SabotQbe T\10 S::na!.l BriOeo::.s on Rou:te 1 

UM' Sneo...'<. Atte.cl: on Ron Ferry 

J.:.rCr""'p !'en .. J~ I..::l11;-Ter:: ':'ee.m for Hit-and-:lu:: Attack O!l 
Le..~ .Son-1.:Anoi RE.iluey. ::ee.m to Re:ain in aree !:or 
1on&-te~ ope=e.t~on. 

Airdr~ long-te:"l:!!. !~ ve-~ teCD to operate e.,;ain=!. ietl 
~~?·Lao Y.a.y ?.ni.l".?ey nortz'.7est of 1en Bey. 

MORI DociD· 570367 
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b. Action !.11\C - E!'l.c.s:-e, .:-o'..!t.>e 1. On nith"" G~ 26-27 .7une, 

•- a Route l cr:o;::e >ras attacl'ea b; a derolitior tea.-; of seve~ ~en 

accorpanied by a 24-man rre.rine covering force la"lded fr-ol"' 

?TF 6. The bric.te was destroyed end t 1"'0 brJ.dge E;Uards 

killed. Four other DRV personnel "'ere killed by the rai::e::-os 

on their return t:!'ip to the boats. No casualties uere 

sustained by the raiders. 

c. Action 37ft - Dong Ha1 Reservoir Pumo House. On night 

of 30 June-1 July, a 23-man team landed from PTF 5 under fire 

and assisted by covering rire from PTF 5. (PTF 6 stood by 

as escort and alternate.) Eighteen rounds of 57mm ammunition 

was expended against the pump house and the pump house is 

believed to have been destroyed. DRV casualties are unknotm. 

RVN losses were one wounded and two missing in action,. three 

57rnm recoilless rifles (two spiked before abando~~ent).• 

C. (TS) LL 196U OPERATIONS 

, 
' 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

lS 
16 

1~ ) Airborne Operations. Of the six teams infiltrated by bli:: l7 

arcp, f~ve were captured almost immediately. At years ~nd, siY VJ.~,:e 16 

2. ) Maritime Ooerations. MAROPS Group acquired a total 

of ight PTF (including six NASTY class) and three SlHFT boats. 

Ninety-two primary missions were conducted with no boat losses 

and 10 personnel lost. 

3. ~~~sychological Operations. Three radio progrmas were /J.:;.:. \ \ 
established in 1964 and by April 1965 were broadcasting as fo~lo>IS: 

R~c~o Red Flag (black) - one hour daily; Voice of the SSPL (c~ack)-

1~ =>ours daily; Vcice of Freedom (white) - B~ nours daily. O'ler 41 

~~ll~cn leaflets ana 20,000 gift kits were delivered to NVN. 111111 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

21< 

25 

26 

27 

2~ 

2~ 

30 

assigro~c :n 
, but two were lost and replaced by unmodified planes. 1111111111 32 

About 60 pe~ce~~ ;~ 

scr>eau>ed 3• 
...,_,.,.."'""..,f'"le=o,-, -S""A"c""s"'""-,-...3lJA Operations-Physical Destr1ct1on,." 

l96ll (SACSA). 
Report, Col Blackburn, "Debrierinl!;," 21 Jliay 1966 (SACSA). 

of the ~ssions scheduled in support of 34A were successful. u 3• 

570367 
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:::~:"'r..'Jnication (:.:.c), anc.. lirrited ps~.rcholq;ical arfare opere-

~~ens continuec tc be performed by ind!genoJs ~ersonnel of 

v~!'ying ethnic o!'igins. ;11th the advent of US bo'llbing of 

~:o~th Vietna~, the emphasis shifted to gathering or intelligence 

and establishing contacts with tbe local population to broaden 

the intelligence base for possible future exploitation. 

b. During the year, in-place teams were reinforced and two 

neu teams were infiltrated• Nine teams \-lith a total of 83 

... -;re in place a.; the end of the year. 

2. (~aritire Ooerations 

~-~o:ert boat and landing team operations were conducted 

against the coast of North Vietnam to interdict small coastal 

shipping, capture prisoners for interrogations and psychological 

\,arfare exploit.ation, and to force North Vietf'!am to increase 

its coastal defenses. 

(1) Six NASTY Class PTFs (Patrol Torpedo Boats, Fast) 

and three S\:::T boats were available at US Naval Advisory 

= 

f 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1" _, 
lE 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Detachment (t:SNAD) at the beginning of the year. Four more 22 

PTFs were assigned during the year to make a total of 10. 23 

However, six PTFs and two SWIFTs were normal~y all that were 2~ 

available for operations at any one time. This was due to the 25 

necessity for overhaul or repair which resulted from the 

expanded ter.po and scope of ooperations. 

(2) An average of 148 Vietnamese military or civilian, 

and Chinese civilian landing team personnel were operationally 

ready and ir. a constant state of training throughout the year. 

b. One hundred and fifty-five missions were conducted 

26 

27 

29 

31 

dur~ng 1965. One man was killed in action, 18 t~ere wounded in 32 

action, and one PTF was lost. 

C-44 Appendix C 
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~ 
3rs"chclo<:ocal ooeratio%. PsycholoGical operauor-s 

W- cor.s~sted of ope!"atio:-J of be~!:. bla.:k and \lhite radio stet ions, 

L-

leaflet drops, d>stritutic". of radocs and gift kits by sea anc 

air, black letter operations and ~nterrogat~on and indoctr!na~!c~ 

of prise/taken a.s a reslllt of maritiT'le operations. 

~ !:J:!: Ooeration!' 

a. Covert reinforcement and resupply of in-place teams 

were conducted b>• fixed wing C-123 aircraft during the year. 

A total of 22 successful missions >~ere flown. 

b. In support of the PSYOPS missions, air operations flew 

a total of 30 successful covert PSYOPS missions dispensing 

more than 60 million leaflets and gift kits during the year. 

c. The VNAF H-34 helicopters were used to infiltrate and 

exfiltrate SHINING BRASS teams into Laos and infiltrate team 

ROMEO into NVN. 

d. The increased logistical support for SOG units resulted 

in an increase of tonnage and flying hours for the C-l23s. 

The C-123s flew a total of 3,647 hours, and airlifted 328 

tons of equipment.• 

~Figure C-9 is a summary of 34A actions in 1965. 

E.~966 OPERPTIONS 

1. \TS) Airborne Ooerations 

a. The Airborne Operations Section, in conjunction with 

E 

7 

8 

9 

1C 

11 

12 

13 

1~ 

15 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Strategic Technical Service (STS) counterpart personnel, continued 2!: 

to recruit, train, equip, and infiltrate agent teams into NVN, 25 

and subsequently to resupply and rein.force these teams~ The 

team missions were to collect intelligence, conduct sabotage 

and psychological operations, and render assistance to downed 

aircrews . 

... ~_,~r(;;,--mi"";s;;to-;o::;r:::y::-, '~"IA""c'"s"c"'a,..,-," Annex N 1965 MACV Command History," 

;:?" Appendix C 

26 

27 

2E 

29 
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b. At the begirn:!.~g of the year, there \'e!"e nine in-place 

tea~s, representin; a total of 78 agents. Durln£ the year, 

three neu teams 1-•ere infiltrated. Tea"1s were resuool::..eC 28 

t:l.r.ee. One tearr. c. .. a -::,•a eu:.-teaJs, c. t.otc..: ;::--:: 22 n.f:n, \ ~re !.cs-, =-~~-

~~s the year. I~ ~ad1t1on, 11 age~ts 11ere ~1l!ed 2n act~or, ~nree 5 

01ed of wounds, and SlY. died of ot.!ler causes. The year enaeC \'l tr 6 

~l ~~~e te~ms, a total of 

/~ ~r1 time unerat.lons 

a. Covert boat and landing 

79 e.geo"<.s. 

team operations continued to 

7 

8 

9 

be conducted against coastal shipping and the coast of NVN, 10 

with the objectives of interdicting coastwise shipping, capturing 11 

prisoners for intelligence and psychological warfare exploita- 12 

tion, forcing North Vietnam to continue and increase diversion 13 

of their assets to coastal defense, and impairing or disrupting 1~ 

a portion of the NVN economy by hampering normal operations 15 

of the fishing fleet. 16 

b. Nine NASTY Class PTFs and three SWIFT boats were in 17 

the inventory at the beginning of the year. Three new NASTY 

Class PTFs were acquired during the year. At the end of the 

year, seven NASTY Class PTFs and three SWIFT boats remained 

18 

19 

20 

in the inventory. On the average, seven NASTY Class PTFs and 21 

three SWIFTs were operationally ready throughout the year, the 22 

remainder being down for overhaul or repair. 23 

c. An average of 11 PTF crews were operationally ready 2~ 

throughout the year. Three SWIFT crews were continually 25 

operational. Action team strength at the beginning of the year 26 

was 13~, organized in five teams. At the end of the year, this 27 

strength had decreased to lD~, organized in four teams. 2e 
d. A tot:al of 126 primary and 56 secondary missions >~ere con- 29 

ducted during 1966. Eight men were killed in action, 15 ~ere 30 

wounded in action, six were missing in action and five PTFs were 31 

lost. 32 

~ AppendiY c 

TOP .s¢RET AppendiY c 
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-;:~Pz~ 
/ 3:~ycholoFical C-oeration• 

.- a, Psychological operat1ons conticued with the sane tyne 

of op'=!"ations as in CY 1965. Ho\,ever, ne\, facilities were 

prov~cea, and all prograns increased ~r scope, inte~sity, 

and quality. These pror;rarns are ble.cY ana l'hite rac.io broad ... 

casts, leaflet drops over l1VU, d~strioution of radios and gift 

kits by sea and air, black letter ooerations, and interrogation 

of prisoners taken as a result of maritime operations. 

.::. 

b. A significant add1tion to VOF ,,as the initiation of ce.m;onese 9 

language broadcasts in November.* 

~ir Operations 

' a. Air operations in support of OPLAN 3~A consisted of 

lC 

two types or missions: support of 3~A agent teams and PSYOP !1 

leaflet, radio and gift kit drops. One hundred and ten 1~ 

missions were completed during the year, employing assets from ~ 

USAF, ~lAP and SOG lst Flight Detachment. C-123, C-130, A-l, 16 

F-~c, and CH-3C aircraft were used for these missions. !2 

b. Air Operations Logistics Section fragged ~42 missions 15 

in .SUpport of SOG activities. A total of ~,891,228 pounds of !2. 

cargo and 13,893 passengers t~ere airlifted, a considerable 
20 

1ncrease-

'::;:tkS~~;ory, MACSOG, "Annex M 1966 Mf..CV 
· p. 3- ~ (SAC SA) , 

TOP,@~ 
7 

c-47 

h 
22 

Command History.," 25 
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O?ERP'!'IONS 

a. The Airborne Operations Section, in conjunction \''ith their 

Strategic Technical Directorate (S~D) counterpart personnel, 

continued to recruit, train, equio and infiltrate agent teaMs 

into NVN, and subsequently to resupply and rein!'orce these teams. f 

The team missions were to collect intelligence, conduct sabotage 

and psychological operations, and render assistance to downed £ 

aircrews. 9 

b. OP-34 opened 1967 with eleven in-place teams or a total of lC 

76 agents. During the year, four new teams, twa singleton 

agents and two STRATA teams were infiltrated. Four teams were 

lost, seven agents killed in action, one died of wounds, five 

l1 

12 

13 

died of non-hostile injuries and three died of disease. Opera- 14 

tional teams were resupplied 2B times during the year. The year 15 

ended with 11 in-place teams and two singleton agents for a 16 

total of 71 agents. 17 

c. Significant accomplishments in the TIMBERWOR~rea includedle 

the infiltration of the STRATA team~, the.use of PL0~4AN ~ 19 

detainees infiltrated as normal returnees with a low 1~~ . 20 

intelligence mission, and the first successful exfiltration of an 21 

agent team from North Vietnam. Additionally, diversionary operations22 

were begun late in the year with the objective of diverting enemy 23 

resources to internal security roles. This was to be accomplished 2~ 

by the establishment of notional teams which would be resupplied 25 

and broadcast to in concert with false information broadcast 26 

NVN control. to ~:~e teams considered to be under 

2~) ~.:.r.:.i.:.t:;im~e::....:~==="-::....;~==7.o!= 

a. One hundred and twenty-five P were 29 

launched in 1967 against the shores 3C 

purposes of maritime interdiction, prisoner capture and general 3l 

disruption of NVN coastal areas. Maritime interdiction continued 3< 

to be most profitable in terms of enemy craft sunk and numbers of 

prisoners 

TOP£ 
to be most 

7" 

captured as well as intelligence collection. 

C-48 ADDend1X C 
Drofitable in terms of enemv craft sunk and ppmbers of 
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----------
----~ 

b. Despite the added year of extensive operations, the 

Y hardening of NVN coastal defense sites and no respite from 

adverse weather, seven NASTY Class PTFs and three SWIFT boats 

remained in the SOG inventory throughout the year. 

c. With continuous on-the-job training for boat crews 

and increased proficiency in boat handling, the utilization 

of PTFs improved to the extent that even with less boats in 

the inventory, more missions were completed than in years 

past. The casualty rate also declined appreciably: one VN KIA, 

th~ee VN A and one VN MIA. 

3. ( Psychological Operations - HUMIDOR ~ 
7 

a. Psychological operations continued'with the same type of 

operations as in 1966. However, all programs increased in 

scope, intensity and quality. The SSPL received primary 

emphasis during 1967 in an attempt to establish it as a signifi

cant threat to Hanoi. 

b. Leaflet, gift kit and radio drops continued and 

increased. Third country letter production and broadcasts 

increased as much as 50 perceQt. Project JENNY added signifi

cant impetus when BLUE EAGLE I commenced broadcasting over the 

Oulf of Tonkin on 1 June. Construction also was begun on a 

200.~:~smitter site at Hue. 

~ ·7) !!!: Operations - MIDRIFF w(' 
- a. Air operations in suppor?of the FOOTBO~ogram 

consisted of two types of missions: support ~r agent teams and 

PSYOP leaflet, radio and gift kit drops. During the year, 

582 MIDRI~ missions were scheduled and 294 completed 

utilizing USAF, VNAF and SOG aircraft. 

b. Both the number of missions scheduled by the Air Operations 

Logistics Section and the amount of cargo airlifted doubled the 

previous year's figures. Over 860 missions were fragged anp over 

10 million pounds of cargo airlifted by SOG C-123 and C-130 

aircraft. • 

Ann~nM1Y r. 
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;;k _-
5. ~Figure C-11 is a summary of 3~A actions in 1967. 

G. r> ~8 OPERATIO'fS 

1. (m~1rborne Ooerations - TINBERVIO~K f.g'(" 
.7'~ 7 
a. The Airborne Operations Section (redesignated as the 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Airborne Studies Group in December) continued to administer 5 

the TINBERWOR){ r agent operations, portion of the l'OOTBOY (C) 6 

program during 1968 in conjunction with its STD counterpart 7 

personnel. Major significant changes in the TIMBERWORK (C) program 8 

in 1968 were caused by the April restriction on air operations 9 

north of 20°N, by a security assessment in June which evaluated 10 

all the then in-place teams as probably under NVN control, and 11 

by the 1 November 1968 halt of air activities north of l7°N. 12 

TIMBERWOR~perations in 1968 were conducted under three 13 

subordinate programs: Agent Operations, STRATA, and Diversionary 14 

Operations (FOR?e1'( 15 

b. Agent operations opened 1968 with eight in-place teams 16 

operational in NVN. Two teams (EASY and REMUS) were surfaced by 17 

NVN and one team (ROMEO) was declared MIA during the year. 18 

As a result of the June security assessment, the remaining five 19 

teams were being utilized in a diversionary capacity at year's end 20 

with plans for termination in the near future. Recruiting and 21 

training of singleton agents continued. 22 

c. STRATA operations in 1968 were characterized by a refinement 23 

of insertion, extraction and communications techniques. Prom 24 

March until l November, 24 STRATA teams were inserted into NVN. 25 

One team (120) was lost in its entirely and portions of three 26 

others were declared MIA for a total of 15 agents lost. The 27 

STRATA Forward Operating Base (POB) and operational assets were 28 

transferred to the operational control o.f OP- 35 in November, 29 

and ended the year being effectively employed in the PRAIRIE FIRE/ 30 

DANIEL BOONE areas of Laos and Cambodia. 31 

C-50 Appendix C 
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1'00'1'00! (C) AC'I'IOIIS M'l'I><PI'!D ACC<»>I'LLSSI!D- 1967 ( ) 

HARITJM! OPERAT!C!IS {!!l 'llle•ioo•) I JM Feb ..,. Apr """ JUD Jul .... Sep Oet Xo• Dee Total 

Shipping InbrdJction/PS!OPS 
(MDIT/,.,..R) c!l 3 1 5 

(2) 

lihJppfna Intcrd1ct1on (only) 3 2 T 1 1 6 8 (~) 6 ~ 4 J G2 
(MTliT) (5) l5l (B) (6) (5) (5) (6) (~) (51 (4) (4) (63) 

Sbl'(llting Interdt.etloa 1 1 
(LOICI) (2) (2) (1) (5) 

T~:Im Landing Opl!l•b.buah/K:1dnap 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 
Aahore (CAOO) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (1) (2) (1) (12) 

Special ReeonnaJ•B~:tnee 1 1 
(- J 

AIR OPEMTICIIS (& •helon) 

l.ea:l'let/Oirt tctt.• 12 11 8 12 10 3 1 10 10 8 10 9 110 
(1) (1) (1) (2) (3) (3) (2) (D) (4) (lT) 

Radio Rebroadc:ut 1 26 2] 22 26 14 23 10 145 
(o) (D) (0) (2) (1) (1) (4) 

If ell Team IntU tratiot:l 1 1 2 0 ~ 
(1) (2) (3) 

Ae;ent 'rl!a:n~ R!!t.ntoreemeat 1 1 
(0) (0) 

Aseont 'h .. Reauppl7 5 1 5 • 2 D • 2 ~ 5 1 29 
(17) (2) (T) (1) (1) (2) • (0) (5) (8) (10) (2) (55) 

A,;ent ~1!1.111 Ext1l trat:lon 1 0 0 1 
(1) (1) (1) (o) (3) (3) (9) 

Speoelal RecoMa! aunee 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 11 
(1) (2) (1) (4) (7) (2) (17) 

PS!CROLIXIICAL OPERA'l'ItliS 

Gre)' lltuUo - Ro\l.n 837 868 814 195 760 159 T6o T8o 810 837 918 1,~3 1(),051 

BlP~ek Rrtd1o {A-JmD ~a)-lloura J~ 61 3~ 90 3~ 86 62 78 ~gg 124 ~gg t24 1,11) 
'Black Rndio D-SSPL -Roun 122 300 300 312 312 372 OJ loTOS 3: 
Dlnek l'raparnndn Mnil - LtJ'a 604 sao 579 592 58o 125 581 58o 5!11 596 593 7:>6 7,333 0 
J.entlrh - Mlll!nna 2'1.3 )2 •• 20.1 38.8 119 63 15.2 36 0 10.3 6 8 20 0 30 0 2551 ;u 

CtrL lt'Jt:s 6,046 4,138 1,834 1,740 3,700 TOO 2,2~ 60o 2,150 0 0 0 ,r~.olls H 

11D 130 0 26o 1,150 0 400 100 1,000 2,000 3,000 ~.ooo 12,150 
0 

ntheeh 1ndicat.. ~meueee .. M atte11ph 1D od41t1on to the 11\leee•l!ltul. llii!Uiion• 
0 
() 
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TOP,8~ 
7 

d. Diversionary (FORAE~operations ;rere greatly expanded 

in 1968 with development' of three sub-programs. OODLE~ 
URGENC~and BORDE~ Project OODLE~IaS deslgned •o 

portray an apparently extensive and successful clandestine 

agent network in NVN. URGENc~nvolved the use of 

fishermen detained during PL~WM~perations as ps~o-
or, where possible, actual agents. Project BORDE~ emp2oyed 

NVA Chieu Hoi ralliers and volunteer prisoners-of-war to convince 

NVN that a successful penetration of the NVA was being conducted 

with the mission of inducing defection and collecting intelli

gence. Feedback during the year proved the success or the 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

12. 
ll 

diversionary effort and, at year's end, the program remained !! 
oriented toward the diversion of NVN/NVA security forces and !1 
resources toward a non-existent infiltration of NVA/NVA organiza- !! 
tiona and units. The effort of the diversionary program was ~ 

changed after l November, Traffic with activated notional teams 

in NVN was restricted to messages sent by HUMIDO~SPL 
one-way voice link in the OODLE~roJeet. Pr~Jeet URGEN~ 
ceased with the bombing halt. BORD~as been redirected to 

the VC/NVA-controlled areas of RVN, Laos and Cambodia. (Three 
other phases of the divisionary program are discussed under 

cal ooerations.) 

) Maritime Ooerations -

a. One hundred and forty were completed 

li 
!1 
18 

!2. 
'l.2. 
21 

22 

in 1968 targeted against NVN for the purposes of maritime 25 

interdiction, prisoner capture and general disruption of NVN ~ 

coastal areas. MINT (Maritime Interdiction) missions continued 27 

to be the most profitable in terms of enemy craft sunk and numbers 28 

of detainees taken as well as intelligence collected. 29 

b. During the year, PTF boat assets were increased to 11, ~ 

enabling maritime operations to be increased to a round-the-clock 11 
capability. Seven days a week operations were the goal for 1968 32 

and in August, when the weather was most favorable, this goal 

was attained. 

TOP~ 
Uin.1 .&.II l'loUetU~ .. J 

C-51 
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c. Six special missions were conducted b~ cross-beach 

action teams during CY 68. Restrictions imposed by higher 

1 

2 

authority limited employment of action teams and reduced a , 

possible threat to the NVN mainland. On 1 November, all ~ 

PLOWMA~perations ceased due to presidential decision. 5 

3. (-~sychological Operations - HU!liDOR(J?:(' 6 )/"'! ! 7 
a. PSYOPS activities during 1968 included leaflet dispensing, 7 

fishermen detention and interrogation, black letter operations 8 

and black radio broadcasts. A major campaign was mounted 9 

at the start of CY 68 which aimed at increasing the credibility 10 

and pervasiveness of the SSPL. This campaign was later reduced 11 

in scope after 31 March, and was reduced still further after the 12 

1 November bombing )>alt. Only radio operatio~s, _- - --- -- 13 

black letter operations and radio support of FORAE~i~ersionary lb 

operations to distract NVN resources and interna~ecurity away 15 

rrom actual clandestine operations, continued. 16 

b. The results or covert PSYOPS against NVN during CY 68 may be 17 

measured by 18 different known articles and broadcasts of major 18 

proportion by official NVN media. NVN's attack on US/GVN covert 19 

PSYOPS included publication of a new and more severe law against 20 

counterrevolutionaries and suicide attacks directed against 21 

maritime forces participating in the HUMIDO~rogram. Hanoi 22 

initiated a major effort via Hanoi radio and the Paris Peace 23 

Conference that was specifically designed to force the Un1eea 2~ 

States ycease all FOOTBO~ct1vit1es. 25 

4. ~S) Air Operations - MIDRIFF ~~ MIDRI~erations are 26 

a1r missions over and into NVN 1n s~pport or other MACSOQ FOOTB0~7 
operations. The following statistics are intenaed only to present 28 

an overview of the many MIDRI~mis~~o~~ and to indicate the scope 29 

of MACSOG Combat Air Operations in NVN. 30 

Type Mission 

Resupply 
PSYOPS 
Visual Reconnaissance 
STRATA 
JENNY 

TO>~ 
/ STRATA 

Scheduled 

120 
80 
10 

131 
365 

C-52 
]~] 

Completed 

16 
46 
6 

51 
308 

Appendix C 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
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1 
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The relatively low percentage of completions in three of the 

categories can be attributed primarily to bad >~eather. Inability 

to make contact with an in-place team and aircraft maintenance 

also contributed to incomplete missions.* 

5rigures C-12 and C-13 summarize 1968 - June 1969 

actions. 

H:rTHER SUMNARIES 

" Figure C-l~ is a statistical summary of the agent team 

program through December 1968. Figure C-15 shows the location 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

of the three remaining teams as of July 1969. Figure C-16 shows 10 

the location of captured and missing agent teams and the dates 11 

they were lost. 12 

I.~RITIME BOUNDARIES 13 

FiKUre C-17 delineates the geographic boundaries of the maritime 1~ 

areas of operation. 15 

MACSOG, "Annex P to MACV 1968 Command History," 
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!WI:!TIM! OP!RA't'ICJliiS (~ •i .. ioa~ 

MI!IT/PSI'MR (Inter4iet1on/ 
lntellt:sence Collect!oii/PS!OJIS) 

HlliT (Jnterd1ct1on/Int.elltgence 
Collection) 

LD!1 (bter4iction)tnte1U&eftefl 
Collection) 

CA!J) (cra ... Be•th Operet!one) 

Special Reconnai .. ance 

Other 

AIR ~'!':ICilS ~~ •tedcm} 

Lr:atlet/Oitt kite 

Rndio R!obroad.cAit 

Jlev ~a. rnrllt.rat!on 

J.&ent '!'e- ReointorcewDt 

Agent Tt-a ReiUpP}7 

~ent 'lie-u b:tiltrattOB 

Special '!lll!eaMela•anee 

PSTCROLOOICAL OP!RA'!'ICIIS 

arer Rndto • RoiU'e 
Blii.Ck Ilndlo IRFl) n.Ao)-Roure 
Black Radio SSI'L)-Raur• 
Blnd: Propns(IJl.da Mail .. tt:n 
Le-nrleb .. Millions 
Oll't K1h 
Girt. Rndio• 

.,.,,. 111"1' 

F ·12~ 
rooniO't (C) AC:"!.rOIIS A~CCOMPLISHED • 1968 ( I 

I Jan ••• Mar Apr ,..,. Jun Jul AU& ••• 

,:,!1 - - - 1T 2'7 12 
(-) (-) (-) (-I (-) (0) (0) (6) 

2 2 13 10 13 14 -(6) (51 (4) (3) (0) (o) (-) (-) (-) 

- . . 
(-) {-) (-) (-) (-) (-) ( .) (-) [-) 

0 - - 0 0 -(l) (-l (-) (-) (-) (-) (3) (1) (-) 

2 
(0) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-1 (-) (-) (-) 

L -
(0) ( -) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (.) 

' 2 5 3 ' 9 • T 5 
[1) (0) (2) (0) (0) (0) (2) (1) (1) 

11 :n 21 19 25 22 22 24 22 
(0) (2) <•l (0) (o) (0) (0) (1) (1) 

- 2 1 4 3 5 3 2 
(-) (-I (0) (3) (ol (o) (0) (1) (0) 

- - - . 
(-) [-I (-) (-1 (-) (-) 1- I (-) (-) 

1 0 • 0 2 1 0 0 1 
(6) (1) (3) (3) (0) [0) (1) (1) (2) 

1 2 2 2 • ' 3 
(-) (-) (0) (o) (0) (o) {0) (1) (0) 

1 1 2 1 -
(l) [-) (-) (-) [-) (0) (o) (o) (-) 

1,023 7)0 B88 936 906 T80 B12 812 812 
12~ uo 124 120 155 120 1'6 124 144 
.3. 381 436 420 511-5 520 ~9 '~ m 518 669 563 511 n• 569 695 62'7 

20 10 1. 5 18 18 1 5 10 5 68 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1,291 """ 680 300 1,120 220 0 

r•.• ,, 

Oot Jov 

15 0 
(J) {-) 

-
(-) (-) 

(-) (-) 

-
(-) ( -) 

(-) (-) 

-
(-) (-) 

4 0 
(0) (-) 

23 15 
(2) (4) 

2 0 
(0) (-) 

-
(-) (-) 

[~) (-) 

2 . 
(0) (-) 

(-) (-) 

812 812 
140 128 
la91 5 la57-5 
484 348 
56 0 

10 0 
500 0 

Dec 

0 
(-) 

-
(-) 

(-) 

(.) 

(-) 

(-) 

0 
(-) 

20 
(2) 

0 
(-I 

(-) 

(-) 

-
(-) 

-
(-) 

812 
144 
484 
358 
0 
0 
0 

Total 

11 
(9) 

5~ 
(18) 

. 
[-) 

0 
(5) 

2 
(0) 

l 
(0) 

47 
(7) 

251 
(16) 

"" (14) 

-
(-) 

14 
(1T) 

2l 
(1) 

5 
(!) 

10113';i 
1,519 
5.599 5 
6,6o6 

109 ~ 
10 

1,,511 

llr•r • ... r r- ( 

.. 

tJ 
0 
() 
H 
tJ 

lJl 
--.] 

0 
w 

"' --.] 
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· FIGURE C-1~ · 

... - ~ONS A1'l'EMPl'ED" A11D ACCOMPLISI!ED - 1969 ( 

Jsn Feb Mar Apr Hey June ToteJ. 

1-<.ARITD!E OPEHt.Tl:OlfS (bv cission) 

MINT 

UJKI 

CADo 

Special Reconnaissance 

Other 

AIR OPERATIO!IS (:!!1: mi•aionl 

LeaUet/Gtlt !(l.ts 

.adio Reb>:<>adc""t 17-,!! 17 19 .1.8 21. 23 115 
(6 (2} (5} (2) (4) (3) (22) 

!lew Team lnr1ltrat1on 

Agent Te~ lleintorcement 

Agent Telllll Resupply 

Agent Te.,. J::<1'1ltnt10D 

Special Reconnoisaance 

'SYCHOLOOICAL OPERATIONS 

Grey Redic - Hours 899 812 899 870 930 900 5,310 
Black Radio (RED FLAG )-Hours 141 133 143 138 145 143 843 
Black Radio (SSPL)-Rouro lo.76-5 4118.5 481.5 465 486.5 .. 77 .5 2,835·5 
Black PrOpsj!enda Mail - Ltn 3o6 302 ~ 1!83 278 268 1,723 
Leaf"lets - Millions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~itt Kits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1i:tt Radioa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 

!!/ Figures in parenthesis indicaw uaauoceodu.l attempts in odditiOD to the 
BUCceaarul ~1as1ona. 
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FIGURE C-1~ 
LONG TERM AGENT TEAM SUMMARY ( 

Total Number Agent Infiltrated 

Killed in Drop I 8 
Killed in Action 33 
Died of Sickness 33 
Captured/or missing 1~6 

Total Number Agents Lost 

Total Number Agents Withdrawn 

Total Number Agents Exfiltrated 

Total Number Agents Reporting 

MORI DociD: 570367 

g!I.C-

E-0-
17!!./ 

0 

20)2/ 

!!.IT~am HANSEN (17) Withdrawn from friendly area in Laos. 
Team never reached operational area in NVN and was never a 

b/~~ting team. Thirteen members resigned. 

7 
__ . REPORT, SACSA, "RED BOOK." 15 Dec 1968 (SACSA) 

___ / 
TOP/SECRET 

7 
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SACSA, "Red Boo , 1969 (SACSA) • k " July 
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NORTH VIETNAM 
l PLOWMAN (CI -, 
' i ---.; --' PATRCI!'!I.REAS 
l MINT AREA- WHITE ~ MINT AREA- BLUE 

MINT AREA- GREEN t:::l 
MINT AREA- PURPL.E c:::::::::J 
L.OKI AR.EA;:: ~ ll:;;;!J 
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SACSA, "Red Book," 15 Apr 1967 (SACSA). 
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PART V . EVALUATIO~~ 
A~NTRODUCTION 

l.~cope, Part V, Evaluations, is a survey of the studies 

and evaluations conducted on the~fectiveness of ~~CSOG in 

accomplishing the 3~A/FOOTBO~ mission. A summary of the princi

pal points brought out in each report is given. A more complete 

report on the studies, or 

particular program within 

_appex to-this appendix. 

portions of studies, focused on a 

FOOTB~~an be found in the appropriate 

The studies and reports discussed are 

availabl~ the SACSA 

2~) ~acksround. 

within DRV has made the 

file for more detailed perusal. 

Inadequate sources of information from 

evaluation of the effectiveness of 

1 

2 

3 

I, 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

FOOTBOY(C) most difficult. Information from agent teams 12 

(TIMBERWO~ has been very limited and increasingly suspect as 13 

more and more of the teams have been evaluated as compromised. 1~ 

Two other primary sources of evaluation material has been interro- 1" 

gat1ons of NVN personnel captured through the Maritime Operations 16 

and various intercepted media eminating from Hanoi. 17 

B,~ARLY EVALUATIONS . 18 

l~anuary 196~. The general optimism concerning the 19 

expected effectiveness of 3~A operations is reflected in the 20 

following comments from Ambassador Lodge in January 196~: 21 

"I welcome e~erting increased pressure on North Vietnam with 22 
the double aims of bringing about a cease-fire by VC and 
Pathet Lao and neutralizing North Vietnam, turning it into 
an oriental Yugoslavia. I do not think it profitable to try 
to overthrow Ho Chi Minh, as his successor would undoubtedly 
be tougher than he is.•• 

2.~ecember 196~. After a year of 3~A operations, which were 23 

closely watched and generously supported by the highest level of 2~ 

government, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expr~ssed general approval of 25 

the program in the following message: 26 

Appendix C 
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"The successful execution of the air and maritime operations 
of OPLAN-3qA during the past year has been watched here with a 
great deal of interest by all levels. The DRV reactions to 
these operations have been most gratifying as reflected in 
various intercept media which have also been closely observed 
Quite apart from the military objectives of these actions, they 
have served a very useful psychological purpose by keeping 
the DRV on alert through harassment and by maintaining pressure 
on defense forces."* • 

C ~IA EVALUATIONS 

l~ntelligence Source. As discussed earlier, DIA became 

interested in 3qA operations as a source of information during 

1 

2 

3 

1965. A DIA analysis of the 1ntel~1gence value of the operations, q 

conducted in 1967, concluded as follows: 5 

"(S) The FOOTBOY'~perations have frequently produced unique 
informati~n o ~~iderable intelligence value. While the 
TIMBERWORK teams have experienced considerable operational ~ 
hazards w ich limited their intelligence collection abilities,~ 11 
m e r om the teams contained details Which were 

ot otherw se availabl Spot reports on roads and bridge 
uction grea y amplified overhead photography and added 

to or ~od ed intelligence holdings on these strategic targets. 
PLOWMAN ) missions reported useful information concerning NVN 
coasta defenses. Prisoner debriefing• and interrogation 
reports provided needed information on NVN internal security 
within coastal provinces, and added information on NVN militia 
forces~. ~Hring the January-July 1967 period, a total of 159 
FOOTBO~J. reports were published and DIA evaluated the contents 
or 79 of these reports. The results of these evaluations, 
expressed in percentiles, regarding the usability of reports 
were: 

GREAT 8% 
MODERI\TE 37% 
SLIGHT 52S 
NONE 1%""* 

2 .~s;:ffect on DRV. In December 1967, SACSA requested an _ans.ly- 6 

·:si: uy-DIA of tne illlpact of FOOTBO~s-part ~~ a:!!!e"~~al reyiE!w:~nd7 
reorientation of the program. ••• The reports, published in January, 8 

included the following significant comments: 9 

a. Although ~here was increase in alertness in coastal areas ~::iio 

because of FOOTB~there was no evidence to indicate that ~,: 11 

regular units had been deployed to the coastal areas as a 12 

counteraction. 

to CINCPAC/COMUSMACV, DTG 31153qz Dec 6~, (SACSA). 
•• ) Report, DIA, "Inter-Service/JCS Study Group on FOOTBOY(C)," 
~~ Y.cl 1967. 

••• ~)-Memo, SACSA to DIA, "FOOTBOY(C)- Analysis of Impact on 
NVN," 29 December 1967 

TOP SECRET C-60 Appendix C 

••w ~} Memo, ~1\l.i.:iA liO U.l.A_, "".t'"UU"l".t1Ull'-'} - Ana~y\n.B OI- J.InpBC't On 
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~ b. Because most of the report was based on interrogation 

of coastal population, a statement on the effect of FOOTBOY(C) 

1 

2 

on the whole of NVN was considered virtually impossible. 3 

A few of those interviewed were aware of the SSPL. 4 

c. Morale was low in the villages, but apparently this 5 

was mainly from air strikes rather than from FOOTBOY(C) 6 

reactionary movement efforts. 7 

d. There was no evidence to show that the NVN population 8 

was inclined to dispose of its Hanoi Government. 9 

e. Intelligence obtained from the program is low-level 10 

and of little strategic value. PSYOPS and related activities, 11 

however, offer a great potential if further exploited.• 12 

D.~ SACSA EVALUATIONS 13 

1. ~dia Analysis. During 1967, there were increasing 1~ 
indications that the program of covert actions initiated in 196~ 15 

was achieving a significant impact on NVN. In addition to the 16 

DlA study covered in the preceding paragraph, SACSA directed his 17 

Special Operations Division to conduct an analysis of Hanoi 18 

media and other data to determine the impact of covert actions on 19 

North Vietnam and to identify psychological vulnerabilities. The 20 

abstract of this study•• follows. 

"This study, which responds to a requirement by the SACSA, 
attempts, by analysis of available information from NVN 
sources, to measure the impact of allied covert operations 
on the NVN regime and population and to identify broad areas 
of psychological vulnerability. 

"North Vietnamese public media documents, intelligence information 
reports and summaries of the interrogations of the NVN personnel 
picked up during covert maritime operations provided the basic 
data. Statements and responses were broken down by subject matter 
and then recombined to provide broad statements of attitudes 
and conditions in NVN. These statements were then examined for 
indications of significant psychological vulnerabilities. 
Both because of the inherent nature of the subject and because of 
the non-availability of personnel trained in the more advanced 
techniques of analysis in the social science areas, the study is 
of a general and highly subjective nature. 

~ffteport, DIA, 11FOOTBO~nalysis of Impact on NVN (C)." 
31 January 1968 (SACSA), 

tt NOTE: Many of the articles used in this study can be found in 
the "NVN Reaction to OPLAN 34A" section of the SAC SA weekly 
report available in SACSA Files, 

l'l"n'P ~P'f'~J;"'ff C-li 1 '~ .a~ro-"'"--"'-- r 
... ~ .. +be ... !1.l!V'l 'R--.'!:1.,.+"'"'.,.. ,..,... l'"\VT_ll.l..l "llll\...n -"l.F""t-.t. ....... ,...,. .,, .... ~1\f"ll::!~< '"lfl.l'}h .• \n. ........ ... 
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"The essential findings are summarized below: 

"a. The requirement to maintai'l security and control in 
a closed society under conditions of extreme hardshio has 
resulted in a high degree of central government sens1t1v!ty 
to perceive threats to government control This sensi-
tivity is manifested not only in increasing security 
efforts throughout NVN but also in growing governnental 
suspicion of ele~ents of the NVN population. Decentralization 
is seen as one requirement for effective continuation of 
governmental processes. But decentralization threatens 
the centralized control inherent in a communist system. 
The cadres, religious groups and ethnic minorities appear 
to be especially suspect. 

"b. Allied covert operations have contributed to a 
modest increase in the regime's sensitivity and have resulted 
.in some measurable physical reactions \olhich reflect a diversion 
o~ resources to security missions. 

"c. There is evidence that allied psychological 
operations are reaching their targets. There is evidence 
of media/target differentiation -- radio broadcasts largely 
reach the upper levels of NVN society while printed media 
are more effective at the lower levels. 

"d. The situation of the non-urban population is approaching 
that of bare survival. For a variety of cultural and physical 
reasons,this has resulted in an increasing pragmatism and 
dissociation from ideological considerations on the part of 
the people. There is widespread wearineas or the war and 
its hardships. An additional effect of government control 
under these conditions of hardship has been an increasing 
alienation of the cadres from the people. In many cases, the 
cadres reinforce this alienation through their own venality. 
The situation suggests that psychological operations should be 
selected such that they are dysfunctional to the operative 
control process but functional to the felt needs of the 
people. 

"These findings ~uggest that the most significant psychological 
vulnerabilities of the NVN people and regime are related 
to the following factors: 

•a. Sensitivity of the Hanoi leadership to real or per
ceived threats to their political leadership and control. 

nb. The pragmatic orientation of the peasants and farmers 
to matters that directly affect their struggle for survival. 

"c. The contradiction between these two factors -- a 
contradiction that sets the results of the current policies 
of the regime against the welfare and survival of the general 
population. 

"rl. Actions to exploit vulnerabilities are limited by the 
inherent ethnic pride that would probably reject intervention 
by obviously external forces.•• 

•;g;)~dy Abstract 
• orth Vietnamese 
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2 ~ditional Reaction. In a memorandum of 26 Narch 

1968, SACSA forwarded to DEPSECDEF two additional indications, 

of the type included in the February study, which further 

supported the study conclusions: 

"a. The New York Times, 22 r.,arch 1968, carries an 
Agence France-Presse story citing the North Vietnamese 
official publication Nhan Dan which describes a decree 
setting penalties up to death for counterrevolutionary 
and other offenses. The Nhan Dan article states that 
while the counterrevolutionaries are only a small force, 
'their plotting is very deep and their activities very 
dangerous.' The Nhan Dan article cites a number of 
elements threatening the regime including 'other 
reactionary elements and saboteurs egged on by the 
imperialists, essentially by the United States 
imperialists.' The article also cites spies and 
commandos sent North by the United States imperi'alists. 

"b~ Le'"1iin!!._.Ca»,...a medical doctor trained in Hanoi, 
who ra~February 1968 at DAK TO, stated that he 

1 

2 

listened to Voice of the SSPL (VOSSPL), Radio Red Flag, <O~ ~ 
and Saigon Radio while serving with the NVA in South ,.~. ''Z~.'I 
Vietnam, Dr. Can, who is 3~, said he used the 'unit'a' ' 
radio, sometimes listening alone and sometimes with 
friends. He stated that the group who listened were 
split about 50-50 as to the sponsorship of SSPL. Half 
of them believed that the radio broadcast was sponsored 
by an intellectual group in NVN secretly operating in 
the North. The other half believed that the SSPL was 
sponsored by some kind of an intellectual group in the 
South. Dr. Can expressed the opinion that SSPL attacked 
Hanoi and the Lao Long Party about 80 per cent of the 
time and attacked the U.S., GVN and their allies the 
rest of the time, Although he and his friends listened 
to Radio Hanoi most of the time, because this could be 
done openly, they preferred to listen to SSPL and Red 
Flag. When they wanted information concerning war 
developments, Dr. Can said he tuned to Radio Saigon. 
He and his friends believed that Radio Red Flag was 
directed by Colonel Ly Van Quoc, a NVA officer who 
defected to Russia. They further believed that Russia 
provided the broadcasting facilities and that the Red 
Flag policy line was a genuine CollDDunist one. 11 • 

3. ~ter SACSA Evaluation. In preparing proposals for 

reo~tati:: of FOOTB~n May of 1968, SACSA described, 

as background material, the results and achievements of the 

program to date in the following words: 

1/ftS~mo, SACSA to DEPSECDEF, "FOOTBOY 1~ NVN Reaction I~ 
, 28 March 1968 (SACSA). 7' - /-' ' 
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"a. Agent tee.~ onerations have been costly in human 
resour>ces -- of 249 ·agents infiltr>ated into North Vietnam 
since February 1964, 47 survive. The intelligence 
collected by agent teams has been lt~ited in quantity and 
marginal in value. These teams have had virtually no 
1mnact on the !:V!l economy althoue;h their presence has 
undoubtedly resulted in som~ dive~sion of NVN resources 
to internal security operations. HOt,ever, the evidence 
reflects that, \,ith1n the overall context of Hanoi '.s 
sensitivity to real or implied threats to its political - ~j 
control of the IMl population, Hanoi is seriously con- - < ~1 w 
ce~ned over the presence or agents in their country and ~~~~~~ 
particularly over the possible links between these agents!~~~~ 
and •reactionarY elements• in the population. ·,~./-.-..<: 

"b. Maritime ooerations have produced intelligence which ;-• • ,).,..J, 
while limited in scope, has been of mode~ate value. These 
operations have resulted in considerable expenditure of NVN 
energy in coastal defense operations and have had some 
measurable impact on fish production, More significantly, 
the maritime operations have enhanced the credibility of 
the SSPL and have established a reasonabJy sympathetic and 
exploitable contract between the SSPL and the fishing popula-
tion in the coastal areas south of 20-00N. 

•c. Psycholostcal operations have evoked increasingly 
strident reaction from Hanoi, indicating an increasing con
cern regarding the effect or these operations on the spirit 
of the North Vietnamese people. Available evidence indicates 
that radio operations are reaching an audience primarily 
concentrated among military personnel, the NVN cadres, and 
the better educated North Vietnamese. Interrogation of 
prisoners and defectors in SVN and taos bas indicated that 
Radio RED FLAG and VOSSPL, in particular, have reached a 
significant audience that holds a rather high respect for 
the credibility or these stations. Leaflets seem to have 
had thei~ greatest impact among the fishing population or 
the coastal areas. All or the media employed have drawn 
reaction from the Hanoi regime. 

"d. Conclusion, So long as the current policies of the 
regime appear to be leading to the achievement or the regime's 
pol!tical obJectives, the regime is unlikely to alter 
those policies. However, should the regime perceive that 
continuation of its policies is likely to result in 
diminution or possible loss of its political control over 
the population or North Vietnam, re-evaluation of the policies 
could be expected, Therefore, the specific operational task 
which should infuse the entire FOOTBOY(C} program 1B to 
implant the thought within the ruling hierarchy that their 
control of the llorth Vietnruneae population is decreasing and 
is likely to decrease further unless policy changes are made; 
that insofar as prosecution of the war is concerned, their 
ability to mobilize the physical and human resources of North 
Vietnam without arousing effective internal opposition is 
dissipating, •• •• 

Paper, SA SA, "FOOTBOY(Cl 1;~vised Concept for Covert 
Actions Against llorth Vietnam T,, • ~lay 1968, (SACSA}. 
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?rACSOG EVPLUATION 

• On 4 November 1968, MACSOG' s counterpart, the STD, conpleted 

a study entitled, 11 RVN Study on NVN Reactions to Cessation of 

1 

3 
Borrbing and Curtailment of SSPL Activities." The study consists o!:' L 

official NVN statements evincing regime concern for the FOOcE~ 5 
program, reports or the capture and destruction of both co~-~~== 6 

teams and commando boats, and source reports on HUMID~ 7 

radio broadcasts and leaflet aotivities. The theme of the study 8 

is that the FOOTBOY(~ogram has been effective. It concludes 9 

that Hanoi will ~ble- to de~~r-t>y __ th~J"~<!_ibility of SSPL by 10 

noting the simult •_ne:s-~alment o!._ FOO_T~~c-t--;: v~~'!:_es and 11 

the US bombing of NVN. The conclusion paragraphs from the ~ v~,.,12 '' 
)j L.~·- ·, 
.... ,.-r- 13 

"From the data presented, it is apparent that although there 
are people who do believe that the SSPL is in fact an NVN 
dissident organization, the Government and its functionarieo 
are convinced that it is a GVN/US organization. People who 
have come in contact with the SSPL, either directly or through 
radio or leaflets are told by the cadres that the SSPL is 
based in SVN. ~11th the advent of a bombing halt and the 
concurrent cessation of SSPL maritime and leaflet operations, 
the DRV will be provided with a powerful propaganda weapon. 
They can now point to two instances in which limitations 
upon overt US activities have been adhered to by the SSPL. 
~/e can expect a consequent loss of credibility when it becoMes 
apparent that there are no more maritime operations or leaflet 
drops. The people along the coast from the 19th parallel 
south have long expressed their belief and faith 1n the SSPL. 
They cannot be long expected to maintain that faith in the face 
of cadre exhortations and the proof provided by the restriction 
of SSPL operations. 

"Radio listening audiences will undoubtedly be subject to the 
same propaganda bUt it is less likely to have an effect on 
them since they have never actually come into contact with the 
SSPL. For that same reason, however, they are gradually losing 
any belief they once had in the reality of SSPL."' 

F~INCPAC EVALUATIONS 

1.~1967 Survey. In October 1967, General Westmoreland, 

in a message•• to CINCPAC and JCS,pointed out that OPLAN 34A 

(1963) with various amendments and additions was still the 

charter for MACSOG operations. Although the tempo of_ the war 

~htudy, STD, "RVN Study on NVN Reactions to Cessation of 
Bombing and Curtailment of SSPL Activities," 4 November 1968, 

I ~.;,~SACSA). 
tt~, ,.,sg, COMUSMACV, DTG 160230Z Oct 67. 
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~ 
and the strategic situation in Southeast Asia had materially 

changed since the promulgation of this charterj no overall 

rev!ew or analysis had been made of ~lACSOG operations. He 

requested tbat a j o!nt Washington team with CI.I. and CIIICPAC 

representation be made available to conduct such a review. 

After consultation between JCS and CINCPAC, it was decided 

that the group should be under the chairmanship of a CINCPAC 

representative, with CIA, DIA and Service representatives 

as members.* 

l 

2 

3 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

a. Team Schedule. The 15-man team asserr.bled on 1 November 10 

1967 at CINCPAC HeadqUarters. The team met for two days at ll 

CINCPAC, spent six days at MACSOG Headquarters, and four days 12 

back at CINCPAC to dev~lop recommendations. The team made 

clear in its report that the limited time afforded for the 

review precluded a comprehensive analysis of MACSOG pro~rams 

and operations.•• 

13 

1~ 

15 

16 

b. Report. The survey team was divi~ into five sub-committees, 17 

one of which was assig~ the FOOTBO~ program. The report 18 

covered TIMBERWO~, HUMID~and PLOWMAN(C) operations, 19 

each in a separate appendix. For each program, background, current 20 

operations, and recommendations were given. The conclusion, 21 

recommendations, and CINCPAC comments on the FOOTBO~ortion 22 

of the report is given below: 

(1) Conclusion. That the present 

should be reoriented and its efforts 

FOOTB~~ogram 
be directed toward the 

expansion of the SSPL and the collection of intelligence. 

23 

2~ 

25 

26 

( 2) Recommendations 21 

(a) That the present FOOTB~ogram be reoriented 28 

and its efforts be directed toward: 29 

o Director Joint Staff 1~BOY'~~ Comprehensive Review of MACSOG Programs,.)"" I", 17 .~~b;r 1967, 

•• ~~~port, "Review of MACSOG Progr~," Joint Survey Team, 
~~o~:mber 1967, p.2. (SACSA). 

u u.a.u"' uu.J.-VC::J -,.-c::cuu, 
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1· Promotins disorganization in NVN by inducing a 1 

belief in the existence Of Widespread dissidence 2 

(expansion of SSPL). 3 

~· Collecting intelligence in NVN and its coastal 4 

waters. 5 

(b) That higher authorities assign a general mission, 6 

essentially is stated above, and should grant COMUSI1ACV 7 

authority to conduct operations in support of the mission 8 

at his discretion, limited only by an approved, broad 9 

concept of operations. 10 

CINCPAC Comment: Non-concur. Agree that a new FOOTBOY'~ 
mission statement should be provided but consider ~' 
that current approval procedures are adequate and 
should remain in effect. 

(c) With respect to TIMBERWO~~reorient the present 11 

program as follows: 12 

l· De-emphasize the infiltration of long-term 13 

black teams, limiting operations to low-level intelli- 14 

gence nets and secure base areas in tribal areas. 15 

~· Continue operations with existing teams to 16 

maximize intelligence collection possibilities and 17 

to support the development of SSPL. 18 

~· Institute short-term deception/harassment/physicall9 

destruction operation in NVN utilizing teams or 

sanitized ARVN rangers. 

20 

21 

~· Augment STRATA teams with US personnel and conduct22 

operations against selected targets. 23 

~INCPAC Comment· Approval should be requested on 24 
a case-by-case basis. 25 

(d) With respect to PLOWM~ 26 

1· Conduct MAROPS in such.a manner as to support 27 

the mission outlined in paragraph l above. 

~· Expand operations toward obtaining better 

geographic coverage. 
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(e) With respect to HU!oliD~ 
l· Continue operations along the lines presently 

planned by SOG which includes a broad expansion of 

SSPL and an !ncrease in its credibility as a dissident 

organization. 

_g_. The SSPL should prov!de the central theme around c 
which most FOOTB~perat!ons are planned and conducted: 

3. Maxim~se of diversion and deception in E 

TIMB;RWO~) and PLDWM~uld be employed to 9 

support the SSPL concept as well as to induce disorgani- lc 

zation in NVN. 

(f) Attention should continue to be given to the 

development of the RVN capability to conduct covert 

operations unilaterally following a standdown.• 

l! 

12 

c. Follow-up Act!on. On 17 March 1968, COMUSMACV forwarded 15 

to CINCPAC a consolidated list of recommendations made by the lt 

17 survey team and the comments and/or aet1on being taken by 

CINCPAC and MACSOG. The portion of the report concerned with 

FOOTBO~perations is quoted in full below. These comments 

represent a summary of MACSOG thinking and objectives Just 

prior to the bombing halt restrictions on 1 April 1968. 

"(1) JOINT SURVEY TEAM COMMENT: FOOTBOYI~planning and 
operations are still predicated on OPLAN ~~hich was developed 
prior to ROLLING THUNDER and SEA DRAGON. The program still 
contains a~u ~er of residuals from the original concept. 
The FOOTBOY program should concentrate on objectives 
which can~ nly or best be accomplished by covert means. 

"RECOMMENDATION: CO~S V should initiate action to 
reorient the present FOOTBOY ) program and direct its efforts 
toward promoting disorgani ation in NVN by inducing a belief 
in the existence of widespread dissidence (expansion of SSPL). 

"MACV COMMENT: The SSPL theme will be a basic element 

19 

2C 

2! 

of training for all teams, long and short term, with the 
exception of those teams planned with US personnel participation. 
In all contacts with ~~e teams will project the SSPL 
image. New TIMBERWOR~!.agent teams will be briefed as 
follows: GVN and her allies have contacted the Sacred Sword 
Patriot's League, a resistance group in NVN, and despite the 
fact that they disagree with some of their stated alms, the 

i::J:!P5~., p.Cl-3. 

TOP. 
7 
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GVN has agreed to support the SSPL 1 s . .operations in NVN, 
In return the SSPL has agreed not to oopose the GVN by 
her cells in SVN,. The agent team should regard itself as 
SSPL activists, Sub-sources should be recruited as SSPL 
members and assisted in forrni~g local SSPL cells. Teams 
must be trained in SSPL doctrine and in their stated role 
as 'Allies of SSPL.' The teams must believe they are 
supporting a real political force l'hich may not yet have 
spread to their area of operation and thus requires their 
assistance in organizanization. Thet must believe that 
they are the 'advan~e m , 1 The development of psychological 
programs and PLO\IMAN operations to further support this 
recommendation are overed in subsequent paragraphs. 

11 
( 2) JOINT SURVEY TEAM M''ENT · The evolutionary 

development or 00 program since its inception has 
resulted in a comple trix of concepts, procedures, and 
execution authorities. This matrix has inhibited the timely 
exploitation of opportunities, has caused inordinate 
delays while execution authority is obtained from higher 
authorities and is inconsistent with the principle of 
rreedom of action by a commander to carry out his assigned 
mission. 

should recommend that he 
be on, essentially as stated above 
and grant to conduct operations in 
in support of the mission at his discretion, limited only 
by an approved~ broad concept of operations. 

"CI AC COMMENT: Non-concur. Agree that a new 
FOOTBOY miss on statement should be provided but consider 
that rrent approved procedures are adequate and should 
remain in effect. 

"MACV COMMENT: COMUSMACV considers the present mission 
statement for MACSOG to be satisfactory, as well as the current 
approval procedures. The mission statement is interpreted 
by this headquarters to be as follows: As directed by CINCPAC, 
MACV will advise, train and support ARVN military and para
military ~orces in out-o~-country unconventional and 
psychological activities and will exercise operational control 
of MACSOG assets. This broad concept provides COMUSMACV the 
latitude necessary to conduct all phases of MACSOG out-of
country operations. Further, it provides a tool for CINCPAC 
to di~~;~ese activities. It is recommended that the 
FOOTBO~, mission statement not be changed. 

"(3) OINT SURVEY TE COMMENT· Curren intelligence 
indicates t MBE ong-term team erations and 
PLOWMAN operations, well as HUV~DOR operations related 
to the. xistence of a notional dissident organization (SSPL) 
in NVN, have caused serious concern in Hanoi and have resulted 
in the diversion of NVN military and civil resources to ~ 
internal and coastal security. At the same time, TIMBERWORK 
long-term team operations have produced marginal intellige e 
and have resulted in high losses. 

"RECOMMENDATION: Exploit the "opportunity to increase 
disorganization and tension within NVN while continuing to 
collect intelligence by all means available. To this end~ 
COMUSMACV should initiate action to integrate all FOOTBOY 
operations (less STRATA teams operations) into the SSPL eme. 
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"MACV COI~riENT: Non-concur. All FOOTBOY(C) 
operations less StRATA, utilizing US personnel, will be 

w coordinated to support the SSPL theme. 

"RECOill''ENDATIO~:: De-emphasize actual TII\BER\JORK'~ 
long-term operations while retaining the appearance o,'?"' 
continued operations for cover purposes. 

11 ~1ACV cmmENT · Concur. The introduction of four teams 
is considered tne minimum number required to retain the 
appearance of continued operations. It is therefore recom
mended that the introduction of four new long-term teams 
or replacements for existing teams be approved for 
introduction into NVN in FY 69. 

"RECOI~MENDATION: Institute short-term deception/ 
harassment/physical destruction operations in NVN utilizing 
teams of sanitized ARVN Rangers. 

"MACV COM~lENT STRATA Teams will be built Up to the 
programmed level of 10 (15 men) volunteer teams utilizing 
trained and experienced VN elite troops (Rangers, Marines, 
Airborne and LLDB) to the greatest possible extent. These 
teams \'1111 be trained to perform passive roadwatch, haras
sment/destruction, and SSPL missions. 

"RECOMMENDATION Continue PLOWM'M~operations in 
support of psychological and intellige~~bj~ctives. 

"MACV CO~IMENT: Concur. PLOWMAN'~rations are 
being continued in support of psychol~~l

0

~d intelligence 
object! ves, 

"RECOMMENDATION: Undertake a program to expand 
the SSPL and increase its credibility through establishment 
of notional cells in third countries, improvement of SSPL 
propaganda quality along lines presently being pursued by 
MACSOG, and conduct of an extensive deception/diversion 
program as now being planned by MACSOG, 

"MACV COMMENT: The following steps have been taken 
or are programmed: 

"(a) 1968 resolution advocating stronger SSPL line was 
broadcast over VOSSPL and published in the January 68 
newsletter. 

"(b) Announcement of various notional special interest 
groups and leaders associated with the league were made 
through commentaries on the Third National Congress 
activities. 

"(c) Reports on activities (notional) of international 
cells located in Bangkok, Udorn, Vientiane, Saigon, and 
Paris to be aired over VOSSPL to lay groundwork for 
possible future establishment of real cells in those cities. 

"(d) Establish additional SSP~ Post Office boxes in 
Saigon, Udorn, Vientiane, and Paris. 

"(e) Organize 
by the League. 

~ 
--- ~-... --

a SVN cell with defectors helped south 
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" (f) Write peace appeals to third country VN dele

gations, selected third country leaders and international 
peace groups , 

"(g) Begin printing of specialized leaflets for 
third SSPL printing zone (Mar 66). 

11 (h) Assign specialized missions to selected detainees· 
Planting of SSPL flags, marking of buildings >r1 th SSPL 
slogans and symbols, contacting members, establishing 
cells, collecting money. 

"(i) Begin selected target appeals through SSPL 
printing zones based on conditions in that specific 
zone (Apr 68), 

"(j) Write appeals for support to third country 
organizations. 

"(k) Begin printing of specialized leaflets for the 
fourth SSPL printing zone (Apr 68), 

"(1) Develop a league hero: Notional killing of Dr. 
Ngo-Van-Son, Chief of League's Culture, Medical and 
Social Bureau by Lao Dong Party Aosassination Team. 

"(m) Purge central committee member for corruption 
and execute him. 

"(~) JOINT SURVEY TEAM COMMENT: TIMBERWORK'4RATA 
Teams offer an opportunity to obtain critica~~e;ded 
tactical intelligence in the southern portion of NVN. 
However, the effectiveness a~ these teams is limited by the 
fact that their composition is entirely indigenous. 
PRAIRIE FIRE and DANIEL BOONE have demonstrated the efficiency 
of using u.s. advisor• with similar teams. 

"RECO~mNDATION: COMUSMACV should recommend employment 
of U.S. advisors with STRATA Teams in target acquisition/road
watch mission in NVN. STRATA Teams~it .s. advisors 
should be compartmented from FOOTBO operations related to 
the SSPL. 

"CINCPAC COMMENT· Approval should be requested on a 
case-by-case basis. 

"MACV COMMENT: MACSOG presently has a requirement 
under study i'or including U.S. advisors with STRATA Teams. 
There is some opposition from VN counterparts on use of u.s. 
personnel. A request for authority to employ U.S. personnel 
with STRATA Tesnm, on a case by case basis as determined 
by MACV, will be submitted when it is deemed advisable. 

"(5) JOINT S Y TEAM COMMENT: The number of PTF's available 
for PLO operations determines, to a large extent, the 
frequency f operations and hence the number of intelligence 
sources obtained and the geographic areas from which t~hey 
are obtained. Seven PTF' s are now available for PLOHMAN • 
Ten new PTF's are under construction. Requtremen~.~~ 
assignment or PTF's to programs other than PLOWMA~J will 
require a deci~~~~~~gher headquarters as to the PTF force 
level for PLOWM~,, 
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11 REC0-'":ENDATION• COllliSNACV should reauest confi!":r~~ion 

that 111 PTF 1s, to be mannea~by d!.genous cr€-Hs, "ill be 
assigned fo!" use in PLO\H•lAH( . (The op::AV reo:oesenta.t~ .. e 
on the Survey T~am s pla ed in the record a reco~~enaa~~cn 
that. the PL01!l'AN PTF force consist of 10 ?TF'' s manned b~ ir-
dig,enous cre'~>.s nd ~ PTF's rr:.anned by U.S. cre,.,.s. 

"CINCPAC COMMENT: To support the expansio f'"the 
SSPL and maintain the covert aspects of PLO~JI·~AN ) , a :!'or~e 
level of fourteen PTF's should be manned by i igenous 
crews. 

"MACV COMMENT· INCPAC comment con-
cerning the manning of all PLOWMAN PTF's with indigenous 
crews in order to support the ex nsion of the SSPL. 
JCS 9296/0620262 Feb 68 reflects the fact that the MACSOG 
inventory of PTF's will be fourteen. 11

• 

2.~dmiral McCain's Evaluation. In November 1968, Admiral 1 

~lcCain, CINCPAC, gave a succinct evalUation of the FOOTS~ 2 

program in a message on the general subject of unconventional 3 

warfare. Applicable portions of the message are quoted below: 

•a. Special operations directed against North Vietnam have 
been designed to create widesoread dissidence through the conduct 
or deceptive psychological warfare activities, to cause scarce 
NVN resources to be diverted to internal security and coastal 
defense, and to collect useful intelligence. Due to the 
covert nature of these programs, quantifiable results khich would 
satisfy the requirement of systems analysts are difficult to 
come by. Because of the strict censorship of NVN press and 
radio, and close government control and surveillance or the 
indigenous population, only a limited amount of information 
relating to the effectiveness of these programs can be derived 
without resorting to detailed indirect analyses. Despite these 
di~ficulties however, we have been able to generalize on the 
effectiveness of certain aspects of these programs and concepts 
of operations as we see them at this point in time. 

"b. Indications are that STRATA Team operations, which 
commenced in September 1967, have been generally unproductive. 
While these operations were designed primarily for the purpose 
of gathering intelligence relating to enemy infiltration, 
logistics supply systems, positions, and related matters in 
North Vietnam, the intelligence derived from these operations 
has been very low level in character and, with the possible 
exception of providing some information for E&E planning, has not 
otherwise been useful. Failure or these operations may be 
partially attributed to the policy which prohibits US personnel 
from accompanying these indigenous STRATA Teams. By contrasting 
PRAIRIE FIRE and DANIEL BOONE operations, which are quite sim1lar 
in nature, have been relatively successful probably due in 
part to participation by US personnel. . It is indicated that 
future PACOM contingency planning for these types of activities in 
other areas should particularly emphasize careful selection and 
training or team members as well. 

~~~eport, COM0SMACV, "Report of Review or MACSOG 
17 March 1968, p. 9-1~, (SACSA). 
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~~' :~ •••• , •• , >••• '"''''''' .... ,,,,,, .. accoMplishmen~ 1P~~haps the best 'hard' intelligence relating 
to the effectiveness of the F·1K- 36 destructor ,~or :Xal""ple ~ 
has been derived from interrogat1on of PLOW JAN prisoners. 
These interrogations have also assisted in pr iding an insight 
into economic and otner conditions prevailing in UVN. There 
are indications that cons~derable N resou~ces have been 
diverted to countering PLOWMAl~ as ev~denced oy the encounters 
with armed and steel hulled j kss and establisnment of coastal 
defensive positions. The shrill NVN denouncement of 'The crime 
of banditry in remote or coastal areas for counterrevolut~onary 
purpose' and demanding •an end to dropping of leaflets, 
psychological war commandoes (SIC) and kidnapping of North 
Vietnamese' further indicate North Vietnam's deep concern of 
the impact these programs may be achieving. 

"d. Indications at this time are that the long-term agent 
team program has been almost a complete failure in te~ms of 
the amount of useful intelligence produced. The basic concept 
in tactics and techniques for long-term agent tearn operations 
need to be re-examined again before these types of operations 
ar2 included in future contingency plans. Long-term agent 
team and notional teams in combination, however, may have tied 
up a considerable amount of the enemy's internal security 
resources. 

"e. The value or the covert PSYOPS HUMIDOR c.e1""programs 
is difficult to assess directly. There are~i~ations in 
articles published in NVN that the Hanoi Government may 
be deeply concerned about these operations. Instructions 
heve been issued to the cadre outlining actions to be taken 
to counter radio broadcasts, gift kits, third country letters, 
SSPL activities, etc. A considerable amount of analysis of 
all source information is indicated in this subject 8I'ea. 11 * 
~CINCPAC Post Bombing Halt Conference. On the day FOOTB~ 

operations 1 along with bombing the North 1 were restr~cted 1 : I~:_ - 2 

November 1968, CINCPAC also called for a one-day working level 

conference to review the future plans for the continuance of 

FOOTB~ This conference convened on 5 November 1968 at 

CINCPAC Headquarters with representatives from JCS, CINCPAC 1 

COMUS~~cv and MACSOG attending. The two sections of the report 

that concern the future or the FOOTBO~rogram are 

included below: 

"a. LEVEL OF FOOTBOY 
NEGOTIATIONS. 

"(1) Discussion: 

OPERATIONS DURING FULL-SCALE 

"(a) Upon the advent of full scale negotiations 
resulting reconsideration of on-going and potential 
activities in and against NVN, the consensus of the 
ferees was that modification of current guidance on 
FOOTBOY (C) operations would be appropriate. 

~flMsg 1 CINCPAC, DTG l60~37Z Nov 68 (SACSA). 

and 
covert 
con-

TOP~ 
? 
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"(b) The new thrust of the FOOTBOY '~ogram could be 
toward realistic alignment of operat~~~ ~~e changing 
nolitical/military climate. This would mean deescaletion/ 
terrninat~on of some portions of the progra~, changes in 
rules of engagement and tempo of operation in others, \'lith 
strict maintenance of present NACSOG personnel and 
material assets. The foregoi~g woula be necessary to 
provide an immediate readiness posture in case of a 
decision to resume full scale covert operations due to 
a prolongation of the peace talks or other displays 
of lack of ai th on the part of the NVN. 

a t 
Activities should be conducted to accomplish 

!'old effect: 

"1. To exert increased, non-attributable pressure 
against the NVN in order to influence makers to adopt 
a more conciliatory attitude during the peace 
negotiations. 

"2. To assist in maintaining the desired relation
ship with GVN counterparts, and, at the same time, 
demonstrate USG resolve during this period. 

"(2) Recommendations: 

"(a) TIMBERWOR~ 
"1. Long-Term Agent Teams: These teams will 

have I1mited usefulness and potential during the peace 
negotiations and should be terminated on an attrition 
basis in consonance with the demonstrated progress 
of the talks. 

"2. STRATA: These teams should not be targeted 
against NVN territory during the sensitive negotiations. 
They should be maintained in a high state of operational 
readiness for immediate resumption of operations by 
integration in and employment with PRAIRIE FIRE teams. 

"3. FORAE (~~Diversionary operations including 
resupply and ~~for~ement of notional teams in NVN 
should be undertaken. Specific operations should be 
proposed on a case-by-case basis. 

"(b) PLOWMAN~ 
"l· If substantive progress is not made in~ 

negotiations within a reasonable period, PLOWMAN 
patrol and interrogation operations should be r. n
stituted in international waters for purpose of intelli
gence collection, surveillance, and to deliver ne\'lsletters 
and ather PSYOPS materials. In the event this results 
in NVN withdrawal of junks inside their territorial 
waters, it would be ~dvi le to consider, on a case
by-case basis PLOWMAN operations within the 12 NM 
limit for surveillan e and intelligenee eollection 
operations. · 

"2. Where a high priority intelligenee target in 
the NVN coastal area and capable agent assets exist, 
approval of insertion of intelligenee agents by PTF 
or indigenous craft should be requested on a case-by
case basis. 
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" (c) HUf.!IDOr 
11 1, Leaflet Operations. That the canabil:!. -::. ::""or the 

prodUction and d:!.ssemination of leaflets be -£:r~a1nea. 
In the event c~ prolongation of negotiatiors, ~e:o~
mendations ... :111 be submitted to dispense lea: ... le~s 
from release points outside NVN territorial l~-~ts. 

11 2. Raaio One..,.ations That on ... going BLr.-:·: and GF..h!' 
radio-operaticns be continued. 

"3. BLACK Letters: That operations cont~nue on a 
reduced basis. 

"~. That the capability for the timely de\•elopment 
and procurement of appropriate PSYOPS materials be 
maintained. 

"(d) MIDRIFF ./,That current assets and caoability 
be maintained i~~igh state of readiness for possible 
resumption or operations. 

"b. LEVEL 0? FOOTBOY 
HOSTILI IE • 

OPERATIONS AFTER CESSATION C? 

"(1) Discussion: In accordance with existing U.S. 
national directives, control and direction of covert operations 
against NVN would revert to CAS. Termination of the 
military sponsored covert programs and/or turnover to CAS to 
be accomplisned at a schedule to be determined. 

"(2) Recommendations: 

"(a) That SOG be reconfigured as a Joint Spec~al 
Operations Advisory Detachment. 

"(b) That STD be reorganized and assigned a new role 
as the Special Operations Starr element of the ZGS. 

"(c) That the RVNAF be advised and assisted~" the 
development of a small but high quality Special Cperations 
capability. 

"(d) That an appropriate number of PTFs be continued 
on loan to RVNAF. 

"{e) That selected VNAF air assets be earmarked for 
support of an improved GVN Special Operations capaoility. 

" (f) That indigenous ground force assets no>T under SOG 
control be disbanded and efforts directed toward the 
improvement of the LLDB (ARVN Special Forces) >Tithin the 
ARV!l force structure. 

"(g) That provision be made for appropriate lJ .S. Adviso!";· 
Detachments for GV!l air, ground and naval Special Operations 
elements. 

"(h) That the BLACK PSYOPS assets be transferred to CAS. 

"(i) That,in the event the USG does not des1::-e to retair. --• 
VO'F assets, these assets be transferred to GVN. ''• 

llov 1968, 
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Sf·iACV EVALUATIOr:s 

Re~o~t. In August 1965 General Westmorla~d directe~ 

that members of the l~CV staff examine the current progra- for the 

execution of OPLAN 3~A and make recommendations for futu~e actions. 

in support of this plan. The study devoted considerable space to = 

the problem of command and control as between MACV and MACSOG and 5 

the associated problems of coordination with CAS and U.S. Special 

Forces. Three portions of the study are quoted below: Effectiveness, 

Conclusions and Recommendations. 9 

TOP 

"a. Effectiveness of 34A Operation 

"(l) All combat operations in SEA which cannot be followea 
up by the introduction of substantial ground forces have one 
conunon deficiency -- lack of good information on overall effec~~~·e
n~ss. This has been true of in-country air s~rikes, including ' 
the use of B-52's, as well as air strikes in LAOS and in DRV. 
It is equally true in the case of 3~A operations. So~e individ~~: 
results are known, but the overall effectiveness of the 34A 
program, and specifically, the MAROPS, AIROPS, Airbo~ne, or 
PSYOPS portions of the program, is d1f1'1cult to evaluate accu!"a:e::·. 

"(2) It has been stated previously in the report that MARO?S 
and in-place teams are sources or information on DRV activities. 
A great deal of this information is obtained from LOKI and 
SWALLOW (Kidnap) operations which continue to be highly suc
cessful. Considerable CO;UNT is gathered in AIROPS anc from 
the DRV reaction to MAROPS. From the standpoint of i~telligence 
collection, 34A opErations are Judged to be extremely successf-:. 

"(3) Probably the most obvious reaction by the DRV to 3~A 
operations is caused by the PSYOPS program. References to 
gift packages and leaflet drops are often made in the DRV press 
and radio, and DRV prisoners who have been capturen are for 
the most part well aware of this program. 

11 (4) The difficulties which have been encountered in the 
AIROPS program have already been discussed (paragraph 3g above). 
However, it is fair to say that recently the progra~ has had a 
greater degree of success than during the first five months of 
1965. Since there are no other practical alternatives to the 
use of air for resupply and reinforcement of the teams now 
in place, this program must con~inue, regardless of the 
acknowledged difficulties. Should the DRV night-intercept 
capability improve to the point where these operations become 
prohibitive, certain major decisions will have to be raced 
concerning this part of the SOG program. 

"(5) One well known effect of the- MAROPS program has been 
the substantial effort which the DRV has invested in coastal 
security. As an example, security poats are now constructed 
at 5-8 km intervals with outposts frequently at 2 kn intervals. 
In addition, constant beach patrols are maintained at night by 
5-7 man teams along the coastal areas south of the 20th paral!e:. 
Villagers must go to their designated posts each tioe an alert 
is sounded, which is in effect any time a MAROPS mission is 
run north of the 17th Parallel. The continuous pressure 
resulting from these missions cannot help but have a substantia: 
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~ i~pact upon the DRV Some ind~cation of this is ~ece1ved ln 
releases wh~cn have violen~ly denounced DRV press and rauio 

these ''pirates , 

''(6J hltnougn any one of the known effects taken singly 
would not normally be classlfied as a major pressure against 
the DRV, the accumulation of the known anc. the ur.known aG.::IS up 
to a major harassment of (and embarrassment toJ the 11ano1 
government Looking at this crogram thrOUbh Hanoi's eyPs, it ~s 
likely that the potential of these ooerat1ons 1n the rorw o~ 
major attacks against selected installations, cf resistance 
activities, ana other possible actions presents as many proble~s 
as do the actual operations themselves. Therefore, summing up 
the actual and probable results of the 3~A operations, it is the 
opinion of the study group that the program is successful and 
is in fact applying considerable pressures against the URY which 
could not be accomplished in any other way under current national 
policy. Thus 34A is considered an effective and productive 
program. 

"b. Conclusions, The following conclusions have been drawn as a 
result of the foregoing study. 

"(1) The execution of OPLAN 34A continues to be necessa!"y 
and appropriate despite the fact that overt air operations 
are now being conducted against the ORV. 34A operations are 
currently contributing to the graduated pressures against 
the DRY which national policy demands. In addition, continuous 
utilization of the capabilities currently available to SOG 
provides an ~ediate capability to apply non-attributable 
military pressure against the DRY in case the decision is 
made to cease overt air operations north of the 17th Parallel. 
Finally, 3~A operations, and the organization which is now 
implementing them, provide the groundwork for the develop
ment of a resistance effort in North Vietnarr. should a decision 
at national level ever call for such operations. 

"(2) In general, the program is properly oriented both in 
size and scope. Plans now under preparat~on will provide 
a more manageable airborne operation and ~ill be more 
appropriately oriented toward the development of a viable 
groundwork for resistance operations if the requirement 
should be established. MAROPS as they are currently being 
executed are an extremely valuable source of intelligence 
and an effective harassment program. Additionally, the 
capability to direct operations at specific targets with 
selectivity provides a valuable adjunct to the punitive 
operations as well as to the ongoing psychological warfare 
program. The AIROPS program as it is currently being conducted 
appears to be the least productive as well as the most 
difficult of the SOG efforts. It is, however, a Vital adjunct 
to the airborne program and thus must be continued. Finally, 
the PSYl~I\R effort as now implemented by SOG is an extremely 
important part of the overall program and should remain 
generally at the same level and scope. The "White Radio" 
could appropriately be placed under JUSPAC however, 
considering the current capabilities of JUSPAC ~nd the 
recent agreement between SOG and JUSPAG, it appears that 
no change is appropriate at this time. 

"(3) SOG 
mission. 
in dail; 
success. 

T?~ 

is the proper organization to implement the 3hA 
It is basically well established and is involved 
operations which have a reasonably high record o~ 
Its relationship with CAS is well established; 
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its comrnunica~ions, aircraft su~oort and boat resources 
are operating daily. Because of SOG 1 S expe~ience ttith this 
pro~ram, sound methods of opera~ing ar.d tested procedures 
have been developed. ?o attenot to transfer th::s prog!•am 
at this time to any other o~ean~zation appea~s to be 
unnecessary and in fact infeasible wi:hout a resultln~ 
substantial degradation of capab~l~ty. 

11 ( lj) There do not ~ppear to be 2[1V co:-melliD~ reaso~s \Y[lv SOG 
should not continue in the SHIPI!~G BRASS pro.;;ra-. and .JU\•!TF 
planning area. With the prooer m~nning, tPese wissions are 
not competitive with the execution of the 3liA Plan and can 
be more appropriately accomplished b' SOG than any other 
existins organization wittn MACV. Aad1tionally, if other out
of-country covert unconventional warfare operations of prirnar~ 
interest to MACV should develop, it is the opinion of the 
study group that these also should be placed under SOG with 
the necessary additional assets. 

"(5) SOG should be clearly established as a task force in 
the MACV command channels. The necessary staff relationships 
should be developed by MACV using a minimum number of personne:J 
clearly identified to SOG; howeverJ extreme caution must be 
taken to insure the complete security of the 3~A mission 
within the MACV starr. Additionally, every effort should be 
made at the MACV level and higher to insure meximum partici
pation by CAS in all of SOG's operations. 

"(6) SOG should be alert to the very real possibility that 
their operations could be the basis for the development of 
a resistance movement within the DRVJ should a change in 
national policy occur. SOG programs should be oriented in 
such a way that the ongoing efforts could be quickly and 
effectively converted toward this end. 

"(7) None or the alternatives to the current 3~A program 
which were examined were determined to be desirable at this 
time. To attempt any maJor change in the natureJ scopeJ 
organizational arrangement, or general extent or 34A 
operations at this time could jeopardize the effectiveness 
of the whole program. 

"(8) A clear statement of mi$sion for MAGV (in releation 
to SOG's activities) and for SOG by higher headquarters 
is required. 

"(9) "Skyhook" C-130 aircraft would be more appropriate 
than the C-123'• currently in use for AIROPS in support 
of 3~A. 

"(10) Greater emphasis should be placed upon special opera
tions and unconventional warfare planning for Southeast 
Asia as a whole. In this respectJ exped~ted approval ror 
the proposed JTD increase providing manpower au~horization 
of the JUWTF planning section in SOG is required, and mannir.g 
of this section when approved should be undertaken on an 
emergency basis. 

"(11) The one area in which an expanded program on a long 
range basis appears to be desirable is the MAROPS program. 

"{12) A program to replace air crews lost to combat or other 
operational attrition is required, 
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"c. Recom.menda tions 

"(1) Continue the 3~A program as it is presently establ1shea 
and/or projected~ with increases ~n quant~ty ana qual1~~ of 
activities consistent with current and projected resources. 

"(2) Expedite approval of proposed SOG JTD and take action 
to obtain increased author1zation for personnel to accompL~s~ 
the SHINING BRASS mission. 

" (3) Issue proposed mission state~ent for SOG and take 
necessary act~on to obta1n ClNCPAC approval for proposed 
statement of MACV m1ss1on on unconventional warfare activitie~. 

"(4) Clearly establish SOG as a task force under COMUSMACV. 

"(5) Formalize staff contacts with SOG with maximum emphasis 
on minimum proliferation of knowledge of SOG's activities 
throughout the MACV staff. 

"(6) Commence expedited unilateral planning for resistance 
operations in the DRV. 

"(7) Reinstate action to obtain "Skyhook" C-130's for SOG. 

"(8) Initate a programmed flow of trained aircrews as replace
~ents for combat and other losses. 

"(9) Initiate long range planning for-expanding MAROPS 
gram." • 

2 ownrield Pcport 

a. Background. Closely following the CINCPAC survey of November 2 

1967, COMUSMACV tasked BG A. R. Brownfield to chair an AD HOC 
I 

~valuation Group (AHEG) tq examine the operations of the-Studies 
I 

and Observation Group (SOG) to determine ~<hethl)r the results 
- - \ \ 

l., 

5 

achieved were commensura~e with the resq~rce~ committed. The report,5 

14 Feb 68, thoroughly covered each of SOG' s prpgra.ms w1 th regard to 7. 
' I , 

mission, operatiQn, assets, results, and gave the AHEG conclusiqns. 
\ \ I 

Also, included in the~r report were the recomm~ndations of the 

CINCPAC survey team, related as appropriate to the findings of the 
I 

AD HOC Evaluation Group. 

) STUDY, MACV, Review of jPLAN 34A, 8 Sept 1965, Pl6, 21-23. 
(SACSA) 
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~ 
b. Cor.clus~ons and Recommendations. A sumrr~ry 9f the ~ere and 

signif~cant conclusions 
"(l) PLmmAN 

recommendations is. scheduled belo,.,.: 

"(a) COfCLUSION The mission of PLO\Il:AN should be c 0 
revised~o ta'e into consideration s1nila m~ssions being 
performed b other forces and those missions fro~ which 
PLOlfl·lAN has had or can expect to have the best results . 

• "RECOI~MENDATION. That the mission of PLOWMAN r~ 
conduct covert maritime operations with RVN perso~~in-the 
costal waters of NVN in order to· 

";!._. Support the HUMIDOR and 'IIHBERI10RK Prograres. 

"~· Collect intelligence. 

11 3. Conduct small scale cross the beach operations 
in support of missions (a) and (b) above. 
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~"' """""' """" ""' """""""""' "00) a practical mean§ of evaluating ooe~ations of this natu~e, 
the cost, and~~e current a~c projected resources cevote= 
to PLOW·~~N ).2''5 are cons~dered to be excess! ve for tne 
results ~De obtained. 

"RECOMt'EilDPTTOI' That net more than ten PTFs, 12 
crews and three .Pct.l..Or. Teams be assigned to PLO\~HAN 
is considered adequate to launch 31 missions per m .th. 

"(c) CONCLUSION, That there :Is a need for long range 
planning and operational evaluation in crder to achieve t~e 
maximum results. Further, that coordination with other fa~~~~, 
while~rese tly in being, would be improved if scheduled 
PLOWf·IAN operation were made known to these forces, suer-
as SE RAGON, for a period longer than one week. 

"RECOMMENDATION That CO!~USMACV submit to CINCPAC fo:c 
approval on a monthly basis a detailed plan covering a per~:= 
of one month so that COMUSMACV could carry out day-to-day 
operations at his Qiscretion and so that other forces ope~a:!~~ 
in the same or adjacent areas could effect longer range 
planning. Further that approval be requested to operate 
freely in areas north of 17° north latitude rather than ha~.pe 
to adhere to a predetermined track. 

" ( 2) HUi1IDOR ~ 
"(a) cofuusroN: The PSYOP mission of soo is not clear 

and too broad. 

"RECOMMENDATION: That the following mission and tas~:s 
be approved for SOG PSYOP: 

"Mission· Conduct, assist and advise the Strategic 
Technical Directorate in conducting covert strategic and 
psychological operations against NVN leadership and populaoe 
to achieve maximum harassment and division, and to develop 
the PSYOP section of the General Political Warf~re Depart~e~: 
to conduct covert PSYOP against the National Liberation Fr=~~ 
(NLF), creating division between the NLF and the LAO DONG 
Party (NVN) and among the leaders of the NLF. Further, work 
to achieve maximum discontent within the NVN cadre and the 
vc. 

"Conduct non-attributable (gray) propaganda, princi-
pally through the Voice of Freedom, to support the US 
mission in Vietnam and as a cover for covert operations. 

"COVERT TASKS: 

~· Create the impression of growing internal opposi
tion to the government of NVN. 

~· Format and exploit popular dissatisfaction with 
NVN government policies. 

"1• Create dissention and distrust among the cadre 
and between the people and the cadre. 

"~· Foster passive resistance to the NVN government 
programs. 

~0 
".2· Establish a ba~e for potential active opposition 
the NVN governent. 
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"6. Create the impressior. of a split >rithin the 
leadership of NVN government. 

"l· Promote the diversion of resources. 

11 8. Create dissention and distrust bet~,o,een the NVN 
government and the people of NVN and Commun~st Ch~na. 

"NOll-ATTRIBUTABLE TASKS 

"!.· Maintain the credibility of VOF. 

n2. Extend the coverage of VDF and the target audience 
throUgh expansion of progi'"aPlffiing 

"3. Inform the people of NVN of the defeats suffered 
by the NVA and the VC. 

"il. Emphasize the growing strength o:r and popular 
support for GVN. 

"(b) CONCLUSION· A long range plan needs to be developed 
for the SACRED SWORD PATRIOT'S LEAGUE (SSPL) to assure that 
it continues to develop into a viable and creditable organi
zation. Further, the SSPL should have for an ultimate planning 
goal the overthrow of the HANOI regime, with an immediate 
goal of peaceful replacement, to provide better direction to 
the Black PSYOP effort and provide the US with another means 
of exerting political pressure on NVN. 

"RECOMMENDATION. That a long range plan be prepared 
for the development and growth of the SSPL, with an intermedi
ate objective of peaceful replacement of the HANOI regime 
and an ultimate planning objective of overthrowing that 
regime. 

"(c) CONCLUSION: The retention of prisoners on Paradise 
Island should be limited to approximately one month except 
in unusual circumstances such as identification and tra1nins 
of potential agents. 

"RECOMMENDATION: The STD (VN) be convinced that 
retention or prisoners on Paradise Island should be limited 
to approximately one month. 

"(d) CONCLUSION: Improved and additional means are 
needed by SOG PSYOP to deliver propaganda to North Vietnam. 

"RECOMMENDATION That development of additional 
delivery systems for PSYOP be expedited and that SOG test 
balloon delivery of leaflets into NVN from PTFs of PLOWMAN 
(C) and ground locations in LAOS. 

"(e) CONCLUSION: Radio coverage or NVN would be improved 
by the purchase of a floating station in the Gulf of TONKIN. 

"RECOMMENDATION· That MACV support the purchase of 
a floating radio transmitter for use by SOG. 

"(f) CONCLUSION: Training of SOG PSYOP personnel is not 
adequate for the unique mission they perform. PSYOP experienceo 
personnel are needed who are also trained in Black PSYOP. 

"RECOMMENDP.TION: That personnel assigned to SOG 
PSYOP have prior PSYOP experience and receive specialized 
training in Black PSYOP and SOG's mission prior to arrival 
1n country. 
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"(3) ~'IMBER\!00 

"(a) CO"CLUSTON The lo..,s te~rn 2.£ert/ag:ent tea'il pro;r-am 
has not been overly su~ce~sru: 1n te~~s of intell~~e~ce 
collectio~, harass~ent anc interdictlon of LOC, ana assistan:e 
to dmmea aircre\ls ~ 

"RE:co;tiEhDATiot~. The r:'ItlBER\.QRK progra:r, be 
reoriented ~o ae-etphaslze the employ~e of long term asent/ 
agent teams. 

n(b) COUCLUS!ON The success of STRATA teams to date to 
penetrate ana survive in the area of operatios indicates 
MACSDG's plans to errploy 20 teams in 1968 as bewg extremely 
ambitious. 

"RECOI1MENDATIDN · A periodic review and analysis of 
STRATA team program be undertaken by NACSDG to establish 
a realistic goal. 

"(~) HEAVY HOOK AND COMBAT SPEAR OPERATIONS 

"(aj CCPCLUS~011 The current rcsct..rces, hot{'! perscnrel 
and aircraft, 1 'E:r exct~ec! t 1 osc requi!"'t::C lo sat.~ sf yi .. J..CEOG If> 

airlift requi:•cJnf-nt:.~. Thl£"C C-!?C n.~~~icn configured air
craft can provide current and projected cor:bat T"'!.ssior. 
support, to ir.cluc.e tra!ring fligt-ts for crew and grour!d 
tear.as Onf C-l3C standard cargc a1rcraft when s~pplcm~r.ted 
by the one C-~5 (TRAPE\.:ll1LJ) anc the OPe C-~7 aircraft, on 
contract froT: ct~in& A1rl~r.~ ~ can provic!t:- the required 
logistical s~pport rcr MAC~OG. Eetter projecti~r. of logistical 
planning coupled with a sh1ft to comm~n-uscr airlift for 
for routine cargc can abscrb any short-fall. 

"RECOHMEI'Dt.o'IOI~: 

"l· One mission configurea C-130 (COIIBAT SPEAR) 
aircraft be returr.ec to the 3l~th TAW and Detachment 1, 
314th TAW (7AF) be provided one etandard C-130 cargo air
craft as a replacement. 

11 2. Where possible, routine cargo should be trans
ported bj common-user airlift. 

"(c) CONCLUSION: 
less the Air Resupply 
in a manpower savings 

The 1st Flight Detachment, MACSOG, 
Branch, could be deactivated resulting 
or 17 officers and 31 enlisted men. 

"RECOMMENDATION: The lst Flight Detachment, MACSOG, 
less the Air Resupply Branch be deactivated. 

"d) CONCLUSION: For the most efficient operations, all 
C-130 mission configured and cargo aircraft should be 
assigned to Detachment 1, 3lqth TAW (7AF) for the dedicated 2 of ~\ACSOG with OP-32 FRAGGING 7AF mission req1.1irements. 

-
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"RECOMMENDATION· Four C-130 aircraft, three 
mission configured (COMBAT SPEAR) ana one standard C-130 
cargo aircraft be assigned to Detach:ilent 1, 314th TA\J 
(7AF) for the dedicated use of HACSOG." • 

MACJ3, AHEG, "Report of AD HOC Evaluation Group" 
p. 7-ll. (SACSA). 
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